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'County Clerk

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
THE CLOVI3 NEWS,

VOL. 14, NUMBER 50.
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REVIVAL

SPITE

OF

MCKIEY

HE

Important Announcement! Are Mad
lor tha Big Honajrwall
Now in Progrett.

WILL

STATE TEACHERS'

ISS'N

Clovis New City School Superintend
ent Succeeds Retiring On ia Important Educational Position.

Jas. M. Bickley, superintendent of
Services at the union revival have
been drawing big crowds notwith- Clovis schools, has been chosen as
standing the rains. Services are held president of the New Mexico Educa
each forenoon at 10:00 o'clock at the tional Association, an organization to
Lyceum Theatre with the exception which practicully every teacher In the
of Monday and Saturday mornings. state belongs. Mr. Bickley succeeds
Each evening at 7:45, with the ex- Mr. Bowyer of this city who resigned
ception of Monday evening, services econtly on account of moving his
residence to another state. It is an.
arc held at th? Elks Auditorium.
On Friday evening at 7:45 all the distinct honor to Clovis to have the
members of the young people's soci head of her schools also at the head
eties of the town will be guests of f the teachers' organization of the
honor at a special service. Saturday state. Mr. Bowyer has made the
night the Booster Choir will sing. All teachers of the state a faithful prcsi- nt and Mr. Bickley will continue
churches will have their regular Sun-du- y
school services Sunday morning the good work.
and at 11:00 o'clock the union service
SMOKER IN HONOR OF
will be held at the Lyceum.
PARKER AND BOWYER
Sunday afternoon at 3:00 o'clock
at the Lyceum Rev. Honeywell will
In honor of E. W. Bowyer and E.
deliver his second message to men
C.
Parker, a smoker was held at the
or
only, h.s subject being "Manhood,
How to Bo Less Than a Man." At Masonic Temple Inat Tuesday evening.
the same hour on Sunday Mrs. Both men have tukon much interest in
Swartzbaugh will address the women Masonic work in the Clovis lodge,
at the Baptist church. The Sunday Mr. Bowyer having served as Wor
night services will be held at the au
ditorium at 7:4.r.

MUSICIANS

DEFEAT

KIAUS

CLUB TEAM

Right now there is a good deal of
speculation about how much grain will
be threshed in Curry County this
summer. A month ago the prospects
did not look very flattering but the
big rains have turned what looked like
a poor prospect Into another big crop.
The yield will not be as heavy per acre
in many instances as it was last year
but the Increased acreage will make
up for any shortage, and there Is t
pretty general opinion that Curry
County will thresh as many busiiels
Har
of wheat in 1P21 as in 1920
vesting and marketing this year's crop
is not going to be near as big a prob-lethis year as last as labor is cheap,
er and more plentiful,

hipful Master last year. Among
those who responded to the toasts
were S. A. Jones, Dr. A. L. Dillon
Judge Sam Bratton, Jas. M. Bickley,
R. B
Rev. W. W. Brander, Rev.
Freeman, E. C. Parker and E. W,
Bowyer.
Refreshments were served
during the evening.

-

.

Magic City.
The Elks Lodge will commemorate
"They are heartily behind it in each
Flair Day with special exercises on and every phase. It is the opinion of
next Tuesday evening, June 14th at the business men that such attractions
the Elks Home, commencing nt 8:00 as this arc properly staged by the
This will be a public service younger generation, of which the
o'clock.
to which everyone is Invited. The Amerlcnn Legion is largely composed,
following program will be carried out allowing the older men more time to
' Star Spangled Banner". -- Everybody devote to the more serious affairs,

those affairs requiring deliberation
and experience, yet allowing no fea
ture of our city to be slighted.
"The strongest form which their en
dorsement has taken is the liberal
manner In which they arc contributing to the advertising fund which is
being raised by the American Legion
for the purpose of scattering broad
cast over a wide section of the coun
try, the Informat'.n that Clovis Is
going to stage one of the biggest,
cleanest and best 4th of July celobrations ever presented by any city
throughout the entire southwest."

SIXTEEN PACES

IT! COUNCIL

INTERESTING DEBATE
STAGED AT LUNCHEON ALL
SECTIONS

AIDS

MOVEMENT

CLEAN-U- P

F. E. Sadler is Made Special Sanitary

Rev. C. D. Poston and twenty-eigmembers of the v Scout organization left Monday morning for Blue
Springs near Carlsbad for a ten days'
camping trip. Some of the boys were
planning to make the trip In cars
but the heavy rains prevented this, so
all went on the train. They will join
a party of Scouts from Carlsbad and
Roswel! and are expecting to have a
fine time. Those in the party are
Louis LaLonde, Robert Taylor, Chas.
Taylor, Wayne Harrison, Willis Tay
lor, Peter Poppcnmcycr, Morris Sims,
Lester Watson
Vernon Osborne,
George Rogers, Loren Suman, Louis
i'routy, Clarence Washington, Luther
Miller Monroe Gnnt, John Rogers,
Jack Walton, Calvin Wondiuff, Rich
ard Manson, Everett Newton, William
Boydston, Charles Murphy, Chester
Putterson, Frank Noble, Clarence
Daniels, Flavel Coats, Bruce Ashcraft
and Barney Frnesier.
ht

E--

IS HOLDING

Officer During Summer Months.
Clovu Folki Mutt Clean Up.
In answer to the request of the
ivic Club, the City Council at its
meeting Monday night voted to lend

every effort to the clean-umove
ment in Clevis.
F. E. Sudler, who
hirs been on the night police force,
will be transferred to tho day force
as speciul sanitary officer and will
devote hie entire time toward seeing
that people keep their premises prop
criy cleaned and thnt the citv is kept
a more sanitary condition.
It is
pointed out by the ladies of the Civic
Club and others interested In the
clean-umovement that with wnrm
weather coming on Clovis can avoid
much sickness if the city is put in a
more sanitary condition.
p

p

HORACE

BELL INJURED

Au interesting debate was staged
at the Kiwanis Club luncheon Wednesday, The subject was "Resrlved
that Cash Ramey would make a better
Preacher than Real Estate Man."
Judge Bratton chumpioned the affirmative aide and C. W. Harrison the
negative. The rules of the debate
were that the speakers should both
talk ut once. The speakers indulged In
quite a few personalities in regard to
the subject of the debate, and it was
a hot word contest lasting two mlnutes which brought forth rounds cf
applause. R. M. Bishop, who judged
the word battle, declared it to be a
draw.
E. R. Hnrdwick, of the Lyceum
Theatre gave an Interesting talk on
the motion picture business and the
development of this wonderful industry has made in a very few years.
Mr. Hardwick's talk was very Instructive as well as entertaining.
A vocal selection by Mr. Swnrtz- baugh, of the Honeywell party, was
part of the entertainment feature.

BY DISCHARGE OF GUN

Horace Bell, who lives in the Pleas
ant Hill community, was accidentally
shot Wednesday. Mr. Bell had a
shot gun in the seat by him in an
automobile. When the door of the car
was opened the gun fell, causing it ti
be discharged, the entire charge pas
ing through the muscle of the fore
arm. Luckily the bone and the artcrv
were missed, otherwise the accident
would have proved more serious. The
fleshy part of Mr. Bell's arm is badly
torn and the injury is very painful.
C. A. SCHEURICH RESIGNS
AS KIWANIS PRESIDENT

C. A. Scheuiich has resigned us
president
of the Kiwanis Club. Mr.
SECOND ELECTION
Scheuiich was mimed as president of
the Kiwnnis Club when it was or
Curry County Farmcrt' Organization ganized several months ago.
Will Select Officer. June 20t'i
At n : .'(ting of the board of di
to Serve for Entuing Year.
ednoidny afternoon, Dr. A.
rectors
L. Dillon was elected president and C.
The Curry County Farm Bureau W. Hurrison vice- president.
now has a campaign on for election of
officers to serve the organization ABO HIGHWAY ONLY
during the coming year. It was d
AUTO ROUTE OPEN
cided at a recent meeting after
The Chamber of Commerce is re
nominating committee had selected
candidates for the several offices, to ceding wires trom an points east,
vote on all the candidates and then west and north this week relative to
telect the two high men for each al automobile roads. The Abo Highway
route
ike to be voted on in a second elec is the only
that is passable now on account of the
tion.
much auto
After a canvass of the votes this floods and as a result
Clovis.
through
diverted
be
will
travel
has
week the followi'g final ballot
-

been submitted to the members from
which to select their officers for the
coining year, all votes to be in by
Monday, June 20th.
For President.
J. A. Wallace, Clovis.
Will H. Fattison. Clovis.
For Vic President
A. J. Conley, Melrose.
Ernest Witherspoon, Bcllview.
For Secretary-TreatureJ. H. Kays, Pleasant Hill.
A. L. Dickey, Clovis.
For Executive Committee
(Four to be selected)
R. A Cuiter, Grady.
Geo. Watson, Clovis.
Clayton Reed, Clovis.
J. E. Brunk, Ranchvale.
Robert Hall, Bellview.
J W, Manning, Hollene.
Jno F. Smithson. Grady.
Wilson Davis, Pleasant Hill.
NEW JUDICIAL DISTRICT
After the fifteenth of this month
Curry County will be in a new judicial district composed of Roosevelt,
Curry, DoBaca and Quay Counties.
This district was formed by the last
legislature and Judge Bratton wi
continue- as judire. There will be a
slight change in the time of holding
jury terms of district court in thi;
county, under tho new act, the terms
convening the first Monday in Au
gust and the first Monday in Janu
ary.
-

$7.00 PER YEAR

by Abundant Rainfall

REV. POSTON AND BOY
SCOUTS ON CAMPING TRIP

BUREAU

S. Land Office

1

Clovis Country Visited

Increated Acreage Will Intur at Big
A Total Yield as Was Market-- d
Last Year.

WILL SOW ABOUT 2500
A. W. Johnion'i Aggregation Ran
ACRES IN FALL WHEAT
Away With Big End of th
Son, G. M. Bryan
C. E. Dennis
Score in Wednesday's Cam.
und Dr. Slaton of Kentucky, will this
The hall team of Johnson's band fall have in one of the largest acrevictor over the Kiwanis ages of wheat in one body in tht3
wai an
Club team on Wednesday afternoon county. They own over 3200 acres
miles north of
of this week, the scene being 16 to of land twenty-fiv- e
f) in favor
The Clovis and will have 2,500 acres of
of the musicians.
batteries for Johnson's Bund were this in wheat this tall. Already over
Byrl Johnson and Warner wh.ie the 2,000 acres of this land has been
Kmanians used Yost, Dennis, Hard broken and will be summer fallowed.
Converting ranches into farms as
wick and Duckworth as pitchers and
are doing,
B:?hop, Dr. Miller and Hockenhull as these progressive men
The musicians kept the shows the agricultural development
ratchets.
the game that is going on in Curry County now.
same train throughout
while the Kiwanians used twenty dif
ferent players. Manager Bishop say AMERICAN STORE
CHANGES HANDS
he just tried them nil in order to pick
the best material for the next game
D. T. IX v. ell of El Paso, Texas,
which tho Kiwanians hope to win
past week purchased the Clovis
this
get
after doing a little practicing and
Be to $3.00
tins themselves in n little better phy store of the American
Stt.re and will continue to operate
sical trim.
name. Mr.
The members of the band team say the ttore under :w same
they do not have to change their line Dtwell has lived in El Paso for several
years and has been a salesman in the
tip in older to win the next game and
large whole
are cor.fid nt of a bigger victory Southwest country for a
He says he will enlarge
sale house.
should another game be played.
he has just
There were so ninny features In the scope of the businesscomplete
the Wednesday game that the News purchased and will add a
business.
to
the
of
notions
stock
them
attempt
enumerate
to
will not
Speaking of Clovis Mr. Dewell said.
a
MUSICAL PROGRAM POSTPONED 'I have been traveling over quite
bit of the Southwest and Clovis is
The program to have been given by the llvest town in this section.'
the pupils of Miss Orpha M. Applemnn
AMERICAN LEGION AP- on Tuesday evening of this week
PRECIATES COOPERATION
hns been postponed until Saturday
evening when it will be given at the
The members of the local camp of
Presbyterian church at 7:45.
the. American Legion arc going to do
everything possible to make the big
celabratinn on the fourth and fifth a
ELKS LODGE TD
They have given out the
success.
following statement this week:
"The business men of Clovis are
FLAG DAY EXERCISES
heartily endorsing the American Legion in planning for their gigantic
Special Program Has Beon Prepared celebration on Die 4th and Cth of
for Tuetday Evening, Juno
July, and believe it to be one of the
14th. ExerciiM Public
greatest events ever staged in the

Introductory Exercises, Exalted Rule
and Officers.
Chaplain
Prayer
Sonir. "Columbia tho Gem of the
Everybody
Ocean"
General Patton
Fine Record
Altar Services, Esquire and Officers
Elks' Tribute to the Flag, Fred E
Dennis.
Elks' Quartette
Music
Patriotic Address, Hon. Sam G. Brat
ton.
All Present
Song, "America"
This Is a public exercise. Every
body invited to come.

FLATTERING

LOOK

Paner of

THURSDAY, JUNE 9, 1921.

PROSPECTS

WHEAT

HEAD

Official

TANNER TO BE HIGH
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
Mr. J. W. Tanner has beep, selected
as principal of the High School for the
next session. Mr. Tanner was princi
pal of the Eugene Field school last
year and prior to that has been with
the Clovis schools for several years.
He has made a success in his pro
fession and will make a good princi
pal of the High School.

LEGION GRANTED
CONCESSION PRIVILEGES
The American Legion wns granted
full concession privileges for the 4th
and Sth of July celebration by the
City Council Monday night This
means thnt anyone operating a stand
or concession of any kind on the two
celebration days must get their rights
from the American Legion, who will
put on the celebration here.
MEETING OF MACCABEES
The W. B. A. of the Maccabees met
Friday at the McFarlin hall over the
News office.
The Maccabees hnve rev'cr! t!i
McFarlin hall and will hold their
meetings on the second and fourth
Tuesdays at 7:4S p. m.
A large class was balloted on Friday and will be Initiated in the middle of June when the Great ComB. Hart will be present.
mander
Lr-ur-

FEDERAL RESERVE AGENT

Judge Ratntey of Dallas Spent Few
Hours Here Between Traini.
Liket Crop Outlook.
Ramsey, of Dallas,

Judge W. F.
e
Agent and chairman
Fedei.ul
of tho board of directors of the Federal Reserve Bank at Dallas, was a
Clovis visitor between trains today.

GET

THOROUGH SOAKING
Rain Fallt For Several Days in
With Total for th
Week of S.2S Inches.

Sue-cetti-

The wheat Is growing, row crops;
are coming along all right where they
have been planted and conditions are
looking good in Curry County as a
result of tho bountiful rainfall that
has visited this section during tha
past week. The fall for the past several days has been:
Thursday, June 2
.86
Friday, June 3
26
Saturday, June 4,
2.05
.37
Sunday, June B
Monday, June fl
.62
Tuesday, June 7
.20
Wednesday night, June 8.. .h7
And it's raining Thursday afternoon.

The fall on the above seven dnys
totaled B.2B inches which gives absolutely all the moisture needed at
this time. The rains will make tho
wheat finish up in good shape and
harvesting will begin about July 1.
This is the longest rainy period
this section has had at this timo of
the year in a long time.
RAND CONCERT AGAIN
AT ELKS AUDITORIUM

Johnson's Band gave, its first con
cert on Monday night of this week at
the Elks Auditorium and notwithstanding the bad weather the at
tendance wns good.
On account of the condition of the
street next week's concert will again
be held Monday night at the auditoriEveryone
um instead of at the pnrk.
is invited. A special program is being
prepared.

Judge Ramsey stopped off here en- route to Albuquerque where he will
attend a conference relative to the
proposed bill for stockmen's direct
loans and the $100,000,000 appropriation to care for the live stock
Governor Harding of the
Federal Reserve Bank will be at the CITY TO DUI LAND
Albuquerque conference if the high
water does not hinder.
Judge Ramsey expressed himself as
li the crop outlook in
well please1
th's section and said he saw the best Clovii Bateball Club Plant to Erect
Suitable Grand Stand and to
wheat crops on the plains after he
Enclote the Grounda.
came over the county line into New
While here Judge Ramsey
Mexico.
Plans ore under way now for the
was the guest of local bankers.
city to buy four blocks of land just
nt the edge of town north of East
CREDITMEN'S SPECIAL
TRAIN THROUGH CLOVIS Grand Avenue to be used for a park
and fair grounds, as well as .baseball
On account of the washouts ut grounds. While the city will retain
points in Kansas and Colorado, all ownership to the property, the ball
pussenger trains from the main lines club will be given a lease for ball pur
of the Santa Fe have been routed poses and a grand stand will be
through Clovis this week and the erected and the park enclosed. Just
Santa Fe depot has been a busy place. as soon as a few details are worked
Among the trains to come through out in regnrd to the title of the propTuesday was a special train of dele- erty, the ball club plans to start
things going toward getting the
gates enroute to the National
Association which meets soon grounds enclosed and the grand stand
at San Francisco. The special hud built.
137 delegates on it and was composed
CHARLOTTE SPETTER DEAD
of bankers and credit men from New
York, Boston and Philadelphia.
Charlotte, the little daughter of
Among the number and nt the head of
Mr. and Mrs, O. C. Spotter, died Monthe delegation was W. F. H. Koelseh,
day night from leakage of the heart,
president of the New Netherlands Na
and was buried Tuesday afternoon.
tional Bank of New York and presifuneral services being conducted
the
dent of the National Creditmen's As
by Rev. Fnbian Hoerncr at Sacred
sociation of the United States.
Church.
Little Margaret
Heart
O'Connell, Maty Burns, Helen Hively
BASEBALL SCHEDULE
and Marguerite Sellers 'were pall
Sympathy is extended to the
bearers.
The baseball games between Ama- - parents
and loved ones of the departplay
be
to
Clovis
scheduled
and
rillo
ed child.
ed at Amarillo last Saturday and
Sunday were rained out. Likewise
the two games booked with Amarillo
to be played here Thursday and FriBUSY RAILROAD CENTER
day were called off.
Credit-mcn'-

On Sundny and Monday two games
are scheduled with Lubbock and on
.i'
Wcdnesdny of next
Tufsday
wed. return ramcs will be played with
Uosv.elL

I.uboock are to
r the ones with
be on the .local grounds.
is planning some added
its pitching staff when
are played.

The gi:iK
he nlavpil thr:
Rosweil will

The team
strength to
these games

w th

v

From twelve to fifteen pas- senger trains each way a day
are passing through Clovis now
and will be until the roads are
repaired in the flooded district.
All the through trains that or- dinarily pass over the main line
by way of Albuquerque will like- through
ly use the Belcn Cut-oCl wis for the next week.
ff
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room he found that someone had
Htolcn all his money from his clothe
and he whs flat broke, for the winner
(jot the entire purse. You can bet
there were no fake fights in those
dnyg and the sports got a real run for

(Warns Jfontfl
Official Paper of Curry County
EDWARD L. MANSON
Editor nd Publisher

their money.

Entered at the postof f ice at Clovi,

New Mexico, as second class matter
Bnder the act of March 3, 1879.

A fiart of the suggested work

for

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
OF ADMINISTRATOR

mam

the Chamber of Commerce during the

XfilGARETTEZr

coming year is getting the property
owners of Hagcrman Avenue interest
One Year
This would
$2.00 ed in paving that street.
Six Months
si. oo be a tfreat benefit to the farmers and
wheat hnulers, This street gets in
very bad condition during rainy
Fofif Advtninni RcprtMMMnr
A new size package t
THE AMERICAN PRESS ASSOCIATION
weather and trucks loaded with grain
Ten for 10c.
have found it very difficult at times
to get into the elevators.
BOOSTING JUDGE BRATTON
Very convenient.
FOR U. S. SENATOR
Dealers carry both;
Judge Sam G. Bratton, while hold- PUTTING YOUR TOWN FIRST.
one
who
is
the
patriotic
citizen
The
ing court hert during the week, was
10forl0c;20for20c.
repeatedly asked by friends "if he puts his home town ahead of all oth
toasted.
would Accept the Democratic nomina ers.
He trades with his neighbors in
tion for United States Senator in the
the inducement! offered by
election of September." The Leader sP-tis of the opinion that the idea does tho ma'l order houM-no- t
He tuke Pride in nil schools nd
appeal to Judge Bratton. and that
he is satisfied on the bench, for the churches.
He tells every prospector that he
present, at least.
The Judge is popular and Well liked lives among the best people that God CERMAN SHIPS TO BE
USED AS TARGETS
by both republicans and democrats, ever made.
He boosts each new enterprise that
both for his absolute fairness and
Former German ships are to serve
sterling character, with the addition is opened up and always declares that as targets for the army and navy of
Is
more.
room
for
that every democrat in the eastern there
the United States to demonstrate
No man ought to live in a plnce
part of the state loves the man, and
whether future wars will be decided
thought
was
the
he
plnce
u"ll'M
that
cannot be satisfied until they have a'
by aircraft. The first round in the
He
chance to work and vote for him for best location beneath the sun.
airplane's test against surface craft
it fleets on his intelligence when he will be fought June 21, when
the U. S. Senate.
aircraft
freedom
he
has
kicks,
full
because
Like every other democratic newswill attack a German submarine, the
paper on the cast side, we're strong to go where he pleases. Men who are
The air fighters will use
for Sam G. Bratton for the Senate-F- ort worth something to a community, to bombs from 200 to 2,000 pounds.
society, to civilization, are the ones
Sumner Leader.
All over the state democrats' arc wl'o have faith in those around them
SOME GOOBERS
expressing the opinion that Judge and who find that which is commend
Bratton is the strong man for tho able in their town, rather than that to
The American public devours
thousand-pounbags of
democrats to put out. Should he be fall out with.
When we visit a city the individual roasted peanuts in the shells every
willing to make the race he would
poll an almost solid vote on the east who wins our respect and friendship year. This does not tuke into acis the one who begins to tell us about count the goobers eaten otherwise,
Hide and would receive many republi
nil the pood tilings in that city. The salted, shelled, in peanut butter or
can as well as democratic votes.
more enthusiastii. b becomes the bet- oil. The peanut Business lost year, it
Clovis just must have more side- ter we like him. But when a fellow is stated, was anuncl $75, 000, "00.
walks. Wo are growing into a little begins to knock and talk hard times
city and not
of the city ninl to question the honesty of all FORMER BAKERY OWNER
has sidewalk facilities.
DIED LAST WEEK
The rocent (hose around him, we never go bnck
rains impress upon all the necessity of to have another conversation with
C. J. Hurford, former owner of the
providing these conveniences during that follow.
the next few years.
Hard times come to every com- Clovis Bakery which was located on
munity; there are seasons when it Otero Avenue and afterwards on
Hereford will hold a big Round-utakes a stout and hopeful heart to Main Street, died at his home in
Mr. Hurford
celebration on the 24th and 25th of see the sunshine. But there is some- Clovis last Thursday.
June, and is expecting a big crowd thing so likiible about the citizen who hail lived here for about two years.
from surrounding towns. Clovis will talks of the silver lining to the clouds
have special Fourth of July exercises. that he can always have a crowd gath- OIL COMPANY TO BUILD
SKY SCRAPER AT DALLAS
It is well that these dates do not con- ered about him.
flict so that people in this section can
Someone has said something simiThe highest building in the world,
attend both celebrations if t'.ey
lar to this, but we are going to say it outside of New York City, is now beanyway: The man who is an optimist ing erected by the Magnolia Petrolemight make his home in the poorest um Company
at Dallas. It will be
Dempscy and Carpentier will soon town on
earth, but people will make a 416 feet above the sidewalk. Only
battle for the
championbeaten path to hie door to hear h'm three buildings in New York City are
ship of the world. The winner and boost it.
Waco
higher, and none anywhere else in the
loser will both make a small fortune
world. It will be 150 feet h'gher
out of the fist battle. How much difA FT. SUMNER THIRST
that any other Dallas building.
ferent from the first
fight of importance which was staged
Heard a fellow state while we were
The great need of the country jut
between John L. Sullivan and Paddy serving on the grand jury, he didn't
at present is something to mnke hoest
Ryan in 1882. They fought with bare know what hooch was, n no manner,
as attractive as hose.
Marion Star,
fists in those days and Ryan was shape nor form. We've known this
knocked out in the ninth round with same guy to drink red ink and musi-lng- e
West Virginia's mountains may rot
his jaw bone broken in two places.
when the thirst was on him.
be volcanic, but her mountaineer
When he staggered to his dressing Fort Sunnier Leader.
arc. Norfolk Virgininn-Pilo- t.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

It's

e

'

j

In the matter of the estate of Ben
Crawford, deceased.
In the Probate Court, Curry County, New Mexico. No. 349.
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned H. S. Crawford has been
appointed and duly qualified as administrator of the estate of Ben
Crawford,
deceased. All persons
having claims against the estate of
said Ben Crawford, deceased, are required to present the same to said
administrator within the time required by law.
Witness my hand at Clovis, New
Mexico, this 11th day of May, 1921.
H. S. CRAWFORD,
Administrator of the estate of Ben
Crawford, deceased.

An ambitious young man went to a
university professor and said: "Sir, I
desire a course of training which will
fit me to become the superintendent
of a great railway systdm. How
much will such a course cost and how
long will it take."
"Young man," replied the profesTry a Classified Ad for results,
sor, "such a course would cost you Phone ui. No. 97.

Tf TTTTf TtTTTTTTTTtTttTTtTTtTT

NOTICE!

!

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M., 1
May 9, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that John
F. Byrne of Texico, N. M., who on
April 6, iHio, made Homestead Entry
No. 013816, for NE M Sec. 8: NW
Sec. 9. Township 4 North, Range
37 East. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of Intention to make final three
year proof to estabpsh claim to the
land above described, before Daniel
Boone, County Cisrk,
Clerk of the District Court, at Clovis,
in. m on me loin day or June,
Claimant nnmes as witnesses:
Eueene Gooch. John M. Borrv. Va
than L. Thnrp, and Tip Isham, all of
lexico. r m.
W. R. McGILL, Register.

mi.

$20,000 and require twenty years of
your time. But, on the other hand,
by spending $300 of your money and
three mouths of your time you may be
elected to Congress, Once there you
will feel yourself competent to direct
not one but all of the great railroad
systems of our country."

THE SHORT CUT.

I

Lave a well improved farm fourteen miles

i i l sell or
in Kanclivale neicu boriiood.
trade for property in Clovi3. For fur! her information call at 20G "West Hagerman.

jn ortnwest,

Clovis Cream & Produce
O. M. Reese, Vvo

"Egypt had home-brefour thousand years ago," observes a contemporary. No wonder they knew Iwv
to pickle their mummies so well.
Columbia (S. C.) Record.

d
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P. F. WHITE
BUILDING

We hope we never grow so small and our busi-slarge that we can't appreciate the human side of
o

our customers.

CONTRACTOR
Court Houtet, School Buildings,
Hotels and Other Public Building.

The Western Elevator Company
Clovis

p

Years of experience
public buildings.

Texico

In erecting

"Watch Us Grow"

Construction Work of all kinds,
See ma at Avalon Hotel.

heavy-weig-

News-Tribun-

in

heavy-weig-

rsssrs
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FOR A
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.Beautiful
Get

CHI-NAME-

Home

and finish your floors and woodwork. We

carry all colors.

A Small Case Thresher and Tractor
,Thi3 is tha ideal outfit for the man '
who want3 to be independent and do
his own threshing, and other belt
lend drawbar work, exactly when he
jvants to, without waiting.
We picture a Case 8 Kerosene
(Tractor and a Case 20x28 Thresher.
TThe tractor will handle all farm machinery req:,.'ring belt power up to
ts rated capacity.
plow
It will pull easily a
,
2 12 $ inches deep, of an
10-1-

r

ot

D.

binder, a
grain drill, a
Jticn spike teeth harrow, on
double-actio- n
disc harrow or a large
.manure spreader.
For belt and field work, this small
Case Tractor cannot be equalled. A
Case Thresher is equally superior.
Case Machinery has been famous for
J76 years.
let us tell you how you" tan decrease the hard work on your farm,
.with Case machinery,
22-sh-

ot

Use OLD ENGLISH WAX on the floors.
Get a TOREINGTON VACUUM CLEANER for the Rugs,
Curtains and Draperies.
'
Then Sit Back and ENJOY LIFE.
A call over the phone will bring a demonstrator with a
Cleaner. Let him show you how and leave the cleaner
five days on trial. We make it easy on you.
Tor-ringto-

n

F. SIIINN, Agent

AT THE NEW STATE AUTO C O.
I

Lr- RobGiis-Dcarbor- no

KEROSENE

TRACTUKb

Your Money Back If You Want It
Phone 221

We Have Terms to Suit You

Hardware Company
Clovis, N. M.

NO PLACE FOR FAILURES.
The farm is no place for the man
who has made a failure in the city,
unless he has special qualifications
which fit him for farm life. Those
who are chronic failures in the country would do well to consider the
advantages to be found in the city.
For there they will find some job
more in keeping with their capacity.
There are many city jobs which re
quire no executive ability; no special
or technical knowledge nothing but
muscle and a willingness to be directed b yolhers.
It is different on a
farm. There a man, to be successful,
must not only have executive ability,
but he must have an extensive and
varied knowledge of almost innumerable subjects and, In addition, be willing to work long hours and put up
with many inconveniences. He must
be an all round man bot hphysically
and mentally.
Every "back to the farm" movement should be discouraged. Produc
tion is now greater than the world
can buy and improved farm machinery will increase the production ca
pacity of every man. It would be
better for the country at large to
weed out the incompetents on the
farms and give them jobs in the city.
There would be less low grade, poor
ly packed farm products to bear the
market and a greater quality produc
tion which would command better
prices. Farm and Ranch.
A YEAR OF ARSON
(New York Tribune)

Have we become a nation of in- cendaries? The fire record for 1920
seems to justif ythe query. For many
years the nution's fire losses have
beon large, compared with those of
other lands, but the record for 1920
is so uniquely enormous as to suggest wholesale arson.
According to the figures of the national board of fire underwriters, the
losses in 1920 were $500,000,000.
This is nearly $5 per capita and is 85
per cent, more than in the precceding
year and 121 per cent more than the
average for the prececding ten years.
It is nearly 72 per cent more than
the figures for any former year, save
only 1900, the year of the San Francisco earthquake.
The report of 18,000 "suspicious"
fires supports the committee's suggestion that bad business conditions
have prompted practice of the adage
that "it is easier to burn out that to
Conceding that the ordisell out."
nary cauRe of fires flimsy construc
tion, carelessness and the like were
more active last yeur that ever before,
there still remain loss of $200,000,- 000, or 40 pr cent of the whole, to be
accounted for. To sny that ro great
nn increase came from natural and
innocent causes would be to overtax
credulity. There is occasion for the
underwriters' committee on incendiarism and arson to get busy. If the law
cannot make incendiarism dangerous
the underwriters should find ways of
making it unprofitable.
Try a Clnvis News Classified Ad.
Try them and bo convinced.

The
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THE DIGNITY OF WORK.

mil. Waatarn Nawspapar Union.)
He Is harpy whow circumstances
(If),

suit hl temper: but he Is more excel-letemper to any
who can suit
clrcumatanoea. H"me.
EVERYDAY

GOOD THINGS.

In some form
A dish of onions
should be served at least once a week,
mid nftener If possible, In
every family.
Onions. ParStuffed
boil or steam six Spanish
onions, or other choice
one
sized ones,
even
hour. Remove from the

drain and cut the
from
them!
centers
scoop out the onion to
form a cup. Chop One the onion removed, and pas through a sieve. Add
an equal measure of finely chopped
veal or chicken, cooked; salt, pepper
and a teaspoonful of minced parsley,
of a cupful of soft bread
of a cupful of butcrumbs,
ter and mix thoroughly. Put a spoonful of the mixture Into each onion,
then add a few nuts chestnuts are
especially good If blanched and boiled
until tender. Bake slowly one hour,
basting four times with melted but
ter and hot water. Fifteen minutes
before removing from the oven add a
spoonful of buttered cracker crumbs
Bene
on top of each and brown.
with a thin crenm sauce, or a white
snuce made by using one tablespoon
ful ench of butter and flour. When
rooked add one cupful of milk and
sensoa with salt and pepper.
Delicious Cheese. Hub the yolk of
egg to a paste with
one
a tablespoonful of olive oil or butter. Add one teaspoonful of snlt,
one of mnde mustard, one of granuof a tealated sugar, and
Mix with this
spoonful of cayenne.
two cunfuls of grated cheese, and one
Press
cupful of chopped chicken.
Into scallop shells and bake until tne
cheese Is melted.
Strawberry Bavarian Cream. Soften
f
nncknee of gelatin In one- half cupful of cold wnter and discupful of hot straw
solve In
berry sirup; add one cupful of ber
s
ries pressed through a sieve,
of n cupful of sugar and the
lulro of half n lemon. Stir until the
sugar Is dissolved, then let ohlll on
loe. When the mixture begins to
s
thicken, fold In one and one hnlf
firm. Mold and
of cream
serve cold, decorated with chopped
nlstnrhlo nuts to ho pretty, or other
nuts ninv be used, and small me
ringues.
Ore,

h

one-four-

Remember my son, you have to
work. Whether you handle a pick
or a pen, a wheelbarrow or edit a
paper, ring an auction bell or write
funny things, you must work.
If you look around you, you will
see the men who are most able to live
the rest of their lives w'thout work
are the men who work the hardest.
Don't be afraid of killing yourself
It is beyond your
with overwork.
power to' do that on the sunny side
of thirty. Men die sometimes, but it
is because they quit work at 6 p. m.
and don't get home until 2 a. m. It
is the Interval that kills you, my son.
The work gives you an appetite for
your meals; it lends solidity to your
slumbers; It gives you a perfect and
grateful appreciation of a holiday.
There are young men who do not
work, but the world is not proud of
them. It does not even know their
names. It aimply speaks of them as
boys." Nobody likes
them. The great, busy world does
not kno wthat they are there.
So find out what you want to be
and do, and take off your coat and
do it. The busier you are the less harm
you will be apt to get into, the sweet
er will be your sleep, the brighetr and
happier your holidays, and the bright
ter satisfied will all the world be with
you.
Robert J. Burdette.

hard-cooke-

-

h
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cause is numbered 1778 on the Civil
Docket of said Court. That Patton
& Hatch, whose postoffice address is
Clovis, New Mexico, are plaintiff's attorneys. That the general objects of
said action are to obtuin a jtiiment
against you and each of you in the
sum of $520.00 with accruing interest from March 18th, 1921, which sum
is evidenced by a certain promissory
note in the rum of $400.00 with three
interest coupon notes of $40.00 each,
all executed by you to the said plaintiffs, all dated March 18th, 1918, and
all being now due and unpaid. That
plaintiffs further seek and pray for
the foreclosure of a real estate mortgage executed by you and each of you
to suid plaintiffs to secure the payment of the aforesaid notes and covering the SWtf of Stttion 22, Township 6 North, Range 88 East, in Curry County, New Mexico.
You are further notified that unless you appear in said cause and answer, or otherwise plead therein, on
or before the 22nd day of July, A.
D. 1921, judgment by default will be

rendered against you and each of you
for said sum and for the foreclosure
of said mortgage, and on said date
plaintiffs will apply to the Court for
the relief prayed for in their said
complaint.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal this 19th day of May, A.
Daniel Boone,
(Seal)
County Clerk and
Clerk of
the District Court of Curry County.

I

To the defendants, John M. Miller
and Mary Ella Miller:
You and each of you are hereby
notified that there has been filed and
is now pending in the District Court
of Curry County, New Mexico, a
certain suit wherein Taylor Dawson
and Mary Dawson are plaintiffs, and
you, the said John M. Miller and Mary
Ella Miller, are defendants. That said

the most sensible way. It saves you time
and worry. It costs you very little.

It's

and Trash Hauling

WVsevseve,v

Phone 29

PILLS
CHICHESTER SHBANII,

The Clovis Steam Laundry

A
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PHONE 48
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SOLD BY DRUGGISTS

EVEIJYWHERI

one-hal-

p

onc-hn-

three-fourth-

f

Wfcjr some men
ssem to hme all

cup-fill-

Try a Classified

Ad

th tire mdi

for results

.

Disc Rolling

probably know a man whose car is a
with him. He knows just why it's
the best little old car there is of its class.
And he'll stand up for that car against the
world in any kind of an argument.

YOU

Lathe Work
General Blacksmithing
Cylinders
Satisfaction

li

syitem.
Wo will give One Hundri-Dollar! for
any oae of Cauirrlml
thnt cannot
Cirbe cured by Hall e Cninrrh Mrdlclne.
cular! free. All ItrtiRRliti. 7T.0.
F. J. CI1ENLV 6 CO.. Toledo,

Re-Bore-

Year by year an increasing number of men
same way about U. S. Tires.

d

feel the

For a while they may try "job lot" stuff,
"bargains," "big discounts" and "rebates."
But usually it doesn't take long for a man to
sense the economy of the standard quality tire.
For years U. S.Tire makers have been building quality tires for sane tire users for the car
of medium or light weight no less than for the
heavy car.
The tire buyers of the land have responded
with a mighty U. S. Tire following.

Guaranteed
U.

Kentucky Iron Works

S. TUBES

Th ssm standard of quality
built Into U. 8. Tires is put
into U. S, Tubes,

BurtCii & Boydstun, Props.
313 West Otero

CARDUI HELPED

a

REGAIN

Real Service!

STRENGTH

Alabama Lady Was Sick For

t

Read Her
and Depressed
Own Story of Recovery.

OPEN ALL NIGHT
new polWe have adopted
icy of keeping our restaurant
open all night This will give
the wheat haulers ) chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late they are in getting in
at night or bow early they want
to get out in the morning.

Ogg&Boss Cafe
Open All Night

The U. S. Tire makers meet the responsibility for supplying this nationwide following with characteristic
energy.

Urea

Years, Suffering Pain, Nervous

We are now feeding more
people than at any time we
have been in the restaurant
busipess in Clovis. There it a
reason for this. We are giving
our patrons the very best
service and plenty of good
things to eat.

the hot, dreary toil of washday.

bedding.

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications ne they cannot reueh
Th-r11
the dlieaettl purtu-- of the
Vutni'Rt,
only um- - way to euro cntnrrhfll
nil that le by a cnnitltutlnuitl r meily.
by an
If cauai-Catiirrhal
frintllllon
tltf nmcuua lining of
Winn Hill tulic ll
the ICull irhlun TutitInt1nm.'.l you linvo e rumbling 'und or
hvarliiK, and
hin li li intin ly
LuiiiiiiM ! tin- mult.. I'nliii iho
tnnnmrr-MIncon l rulucid and tint tutio
norrmil condition. hMtrtnv
lo
Mnny cneoa of
win be doetroyed forever.
caue.-by cntrirrh. winch ll
arLeVafni-an Inrinmi'd condition of the mucoui
Hall's catarrh Mrcllclna acis thru
of the
the blood on tho mucoui

West Grand Avenue

Let us help you lighten your house cleaning by
laundering your draperies, blankets, comforts and

Quick Service and Treat You Right
CLOVIS, N. M.

NOTICE OF SUIT

J. DWIGHT

Summer Is Here!
Do away with

Dray and Transfer
Scavenger Man
p

MARBLE AND
GRANITE WORK

D. 1921.

E. D. JENKINS

Clean-u-

Clovis Marble Works

tA

Ninety-tw- o
U.S. Factory Branches
are established, covering the entire
country.
Find the U. S. Tire dealer who
has the intention of servingyou. You
will know him by his full, completely
sized line of fresh, live U. S. Tires
quality first, and the same choice
of size, tread and type as in the biggest cities of the land.

Faint Rsek, Ala. Mrs. C M. Stegall,
f near here, recently related the following Interesting account of Jier recovery! "I was in a weakened condition. I was sick three yean In bed,
ufferlng a great doal of pain, weak,
nervous, depressed.
I wai so weak,
I couldn't walk across the floor; Just
bad to lay and my little ones do the
I was almost dead. I tried
work.
every thing I heard of, and a Dumber oi
doctors. Still i didn't get any reliet
I
I couldn't eat, and slept poorly.
believe If I hadn't heard of and taken
Cardul I would have died. I bought
six bottles, after a neighbor told m
what It did for her.
"I began to eat and sleep, began to
gain my strength and am now well
and strong. I haven't had any trouble since . e . I lure can testify to the
good that Cardul did me.
I don't
think there is a better tonlo made
and I believe It saved my lite."
For over 40 years, thousands of women nave nsed Cardul successfully,
In the treatment of many womanly
ailments.
If yon suffer as these women did,
take Cardul It may help you, too.
B IS
At all druggist.

"Find tht U S. Tin rfaafcr
with fha

ligrd
U. S.

hr

comphlmly

of

Tint."

k

United States

fnh,

bvt

o r o nn
aa.

aa.
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Rubber Company

New State Auto Co Clovis,N . M.
Postal Oil and Gas Co., Melrose, N. M.

Trie: CLOViS

NEa,

THURiUAf, JUNE

9,

lMs.

EST.

WHY DO WE SELL

CREAM

(CIS

I

Because We Want To Sell The Best
Because The Public Demands the Best
Because We Are Convinced That It Is The Best
Let Us Furnish Steffen's For Your Party.
COSTS A LITTLE MORE.

Delivered Whenever You Want It.
WORTH A LOT MORE

"IT'S BETTER"
Saturday and Sunday Specials Are Delicious
ELITE CONFECTIONERY

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO. Phone 58 and 71

Phone 444

ill:
J. H. Barry left this week for
trip to California.

PERSONAL MENTION
baby boy was born last week to
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. MeCauley.
A

The
Flour.

best

for

biscuits

Sunlight

baby boy was born last week to
Mr. and Mrs. K. C. Childers.

A home pioduct

Sunlight Flour.

The best for lightbread
flour.

a

If the flour

is Sunlight, the bread

will be right.

Sunlight

returned Tuesday
he has been for
Pride
the past week on business.
flour.

better.

and Expression

Jim Morrison

for home people from Amarillo where

G. C. Smith who lives southeast of
Barb Wire. Field Fence, and PoulSt. Vruin, was a Clovis visitor
try Netting.

of

the

plains

Sunlight

Clovis Shoe Hospital, 4 doors West
of Austin's. We will repair your shoes

None neatly and in a hurry.

Mrs. C. A. Houchen of AlbuquerMiss Moye Myers left Monday for
Mr.
Silver City to attend summer normal. que is visiting at the home of
and Mrs. J. E. Houchen.
If it is not Sunlight, it is not the
We deliver any amount of grobest.
ceries to any part of the city.
A (fume of ball was to have been
Bros., phone 481.
played Sunday between Portales and
the Santa Fe shops of this place
Mrs. W. L. Greenleaf returned Sunbut the frame had to be called off on day from a several week's visit at
accour.t of the rain.
Chicago and other eastern points.
Will-mo-

n

Mi.. Ernestine

K. Mozer, Mm. B. graduate of E.it.rn
assistant under Prof. Glen C. Gorrell, Washington,
D.
and accompanist at Peabody, Baltimore, Md., will
tak. a limited number of students. Leave call at 27 or write Box
846, Clovis.
Cot-le-

Virginiai

Ice tea glasses and water sets.

A

Buy Campbell's ice cream.

Summer Class in Piano

Lionel Johnson, who has been attending school at Lawrence, Kans.,
returned home Monday.

WHtHWHM:
i

21
Miss Ruth Hyatt, who has been atRussell A. Smith has sold his place tending Columbia University,
in the Liebelt addition on North
home Tuesday.
Street to Bud Copeland.

Mrs. J. R. Denhof and children left
this week for a visit to points in Kansas and Missouri.

The bread will be pretty and white
and night service anywhere. if you use Sunlight.
Don't wait until morning. It's no
bother. Admiral Welding Shop.
Edw.'O. Morgan returned Tueiday
from Albuquerque where he has beer,
Mrs. Nva Morris, who has been attending the Slate
University.
with her sister, Mrs. Zella McFarlin,
left lust week for her home in
FARMERS If you eat Campbell's
Ice Cream, you help your own industry. Made from Curry County
products.

We don't have to get ready to go.

Day

321

yy
3

anywhere.

Cutting and welding
Admiral Welding Shop. 2t

Lister
Cultivators

Double Your Working

Capacity

X
X

(

4

A. M.

Next Tuesday Night
P. A. La Shier, Secretary

H. B. Rythtr of Portales underwent
Ben Collii. s has moved into the
an operation for gall stones at the new home he has just
completed on
Baptist Hospital last week.
North Connelly Street.

at

Ail kinds of leather repairing done
Clovis Shoe Hospital, West Grand

Avenue.

Miss Reuel Mansfield, who has been
Mrs. Sid Beals died Tuesday, the
attending Columbia Unievrsity, re- remains being shipped to Elida for
turned to her home in Farwell this, burinl.
week.
Emerson, P. & 0. Canton, and
Genuine Oklahoma Miller Broom Case Lister. See us before buying.
Corn seed for sale now at Gurley
Broom Corn Co. Office. New seed
will make better brush.
iU

.u,

Two-Ro- w

X'

Regular Communication.
A. F.

We are ready.

X

?

;

ft yn

Mrs. .1. U. Sharp and children will
leave soon for Dallas, Texas, to be
gone several months.
E. C. Pinker will leave this wee't
for his hone at Erie, Kansas.
Mr.
Parker hns not yet accepted a school

p;ition for next year.
Miss 'Mary Monroe, who has been
teaching in the public schools here
for the past few yours, will teach at
Eagle Tass, Tixas, next session.

Mrs. Pearl Fridley, chief opeiator
Mrs. 0. C. Spetter and children,
Mis.
John L. Stevenson and
for the Mountain States Telephone
Co., left last Fnlay fcr a short visit Samuel and Charlotte, returned Sun- daughter, Miss Blanche
Lanewood,
in Oklrhoma.
day from Topeka, Kansas,
and Miss Louise Walton, left this
week for Long
Beach,
Calif., to
We have the agency for soms nf the spend the summer.
Genuine Oklahoma Miller Broom
Corn seed for sale now at Gurley nost tubstant'al old tine fire insurRev. J. F. Nix of Portales, Rev.
Broom Corn Co, Office. New seed ance companies, Doughton Land
Company.
D. B. Jackson of Melrose and Rev. A
will make better bru-h- .
L. Duncan of Fort Sumner were here
Steve Van Haus who has been Wednesday attending a Baptist
W. S. Carmack, of Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Co., is in Chicago working for the Santa Fe at the shops
Board meeting.
taking a special course in window left the first of the week for a visit
Mrs. Frances Nixon of Fort Sumat Lswrence, Neb. He is taking ad
trimming.
vantage of the temporary
f
at ner was a Clovis visitor last Friday
It' a good deal cheaper to have the shops to visit his. old home.
and Saturday.
those old shoes fixed than to buy new
ones. Bring them to us. Clovis
Shoe Hospital.
c

lay-of-

The
tended
mean
raised

rains the past week have exover the entire southwest and
that wonderful crops will be
again this year.

X

x

Phone No. 72 for Plumbing and
Electrical Repairing.

X

Save

One-ha- lf

Your Time

Get your McUormick and Deering Header Repairs now. Get your repairs while our
stock is complete. Do not put this important matter off until it is too late.

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Bnwyer and
children will leave this week for Columbus. Ohio, where they will make
their home.

The day of all days, the
priied of all
the bride's

most

remem-.branc-

.s

Don't risk your property without
sufficient fire Insurance. We represent .'me of the best companies.
Pougr on Land Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Fayette Copeland, Jr.,
a visit
at Edmond, Okla., and other points
in that state.

X

Home

portraits

by

lift last Friday morning for

i

Some diamonds are worthless, also
several grades of coal. The best coal
is the cheapest. We have it. Lane
& Sons Grain Co.
X

left Sunday

morning for Pennsylvania in answer to a
message that her brother was seriousMrs. D. N. Croft

ly sick.

Genuine Oklahoma Miller Broom
Corn seed for sale now at G'irly
Broom Con Co. Office. New seed
will make better bru h.

ROBINSON

X

"THE PHOTOGRAPHER IN YOUR TOWN"
119

E. Munroe

Phone 145

X

r

SECOND SECTION

Oldest Established Pauer in Curry County
THE CLOVIS NEWS,

VOL. 14, NUMBER 50.

AT KOLLENE

Lr

JUNE 19

Crowd it Expected, le Attend.
Program l Announcad and
Everybody Invitad.

The Curry County Singing Convention will hold its second meeting
at Hollene on Sunday, June 19th. The
attendance ii expected to be excep
tionally large. Following is the ten
tative program:
9:45 Opening song, Hollene class,
Prof. Conway, leader, 2 songs.
9:E0

Opening prayer, Rev.

9:55

Bellview class,

Jack

Prof.

Welch leader, 2 songs.

10:00 Grady class, Will McGrew
leader, 2 songs.
10:05 Ranchvale, J. D. Kelly leader,
2 songs.

Dewey Mitchell
10:10 Havener,
leader, 2 songs.
10:15 New Hope, O, T, McDaniel,
leader, 2 songs.

10 :20 Texico, J. D. Lunsford leader,
2 songs.
10:25 General Song, Chas. E. White
leader, 2 songs.

Quartette, Allcorn family.
General Songs, W. H. Taylor,
,
Pleasant Hill, leader.
10:40 Bovina, S. N. Martin, leader,
2 songs.
10:45 West Chapel, Seth S. Allcorn
leader, 2 songs.
10:50 Moye Chapel, Fred Houston
leader, 2 songs.
11 :00
Portales, Sam Fletcher leader,
2 songs.'
n
11:05 West Chapel, Miss Cleo
leader, 2 songs.
11:10 Elida, Mr. Bridges leader, 2
songs.
11:15 Hollene, Walter Harrison,
leader, 2 songs.
McMillcn,
11 :20
Clovi
Quartette
Croft, Hobdy, Taylor.
11 :25
Ranchvale, Lee Mitchell, leader, 2 songs.
(Havener)
11:30 Male Quartette
Messrs.' White.
11:35 Bailey and Parmer Counties
V. Pres., J. N. Lunsford, 2 songs.
11:40 San Jon, Prof Cameron Bazil
leader, 2 songs.

10 :30
10 :35

All-cor-

Official

2 songs.

2:05 Quartette, arranged by Wil
liams, Welch and Conway, 2 songs.
2:10 Convention Song No. 99, led
by president.
2:16 Mixed Quartette by Messrs.
Welch and wives.
2:20 Texico, Lunsford's Quartette,
2 songs.

2:25

$2.00 PER YEAR

SIXTEEN PACES

JUNE 9, 1921.

THURSDAY,

11:45 Castro County, Irvin Taylor,
leader, 2 songs.
11:50 DeBaca County, Prof. Everett Mickey, leader, 2 songs.
11:55 Jeff Welch, vice president
Curry County Singing Convention,
Convention Song No. 72.
12:00 All spread dinner together
and get acquainted and be sociable.
"Let's see, what's the name please."
1:30 Opening Song, Prof. Oscar
Williams, leader, 2 songs.
1 :40
Echols Hill, J. S. Bobo, leader,
2 tongs.
1:45 Fat Man's Quartette, "If You
Are a Fat Man, Look Out." Chas.
White.
1 :50
Clovis, Prof. Musin Croft, lead
er, 2 songs. '
1:50 General Songs, Hayden W.
Jennings, leader, 2 songs.
2:00 Ciovis, W. S. Wilmon leader,

Paper of U. 8. Land Office

Clovis, Clarence Hobdy leader, ECONOMY HABIT

REACHES CABINET

2 songs.

2:30
Singers from abroad hold sway
with new songs, etc.

Place of meeting, discuss plans
Convention Including
for Plateau
about 40 counties of the plains j
West Texas and Eastern New Mexico.
All cordially invited to come and
bring well filled baskets and spend the)
day in singing.
Program only tentative subject to
supplement by advisory committee.
Lula Mitchell, Secretary; Hayden
W. Jennings, Prof. J. H. Conway and
Chas. E. White, Committee; Prof. J.
D. Welch, Vice President; Jno. F.
Taylor, President Curry County Singing Convention.
4:00

CARD

OF THANKS

Washington, June 4.
ic habit ia spreading

The economin the cabinet.

Recently Secretary Weeks dragged
out a suit bought in 1916.
Postmaster General Hayes saw it
and was reminded of the one just
like it he had bought on the same
He had it rellned and wore it to
the last cabinet meeting.
Secretary Fall bought new trous
ers to wear with the coat of a worn
out suit.

WILL BUILD ROADS
TO END UNEMPLOYMENT
Santa Fe, June 4. Highway Engineer L. A. Gillett announced that the
unhighway commission would isue
$800,000 debentures to relieve the
unemployment situation in the state.
He said contracts for road building
would be let as rapidly as plans could
be finished and announced calls for
bids on six projects, to be opened July
6th, and approval by the highway
commission of fourteen more which
cover 175 miles.
NOTICE

DON'T FORGET.
That we are headquarters for all
kinds of field and garden seeds.
Just in a fine lot o early seed
potatoes, Texas Red rust proof oats
that have been recleaned, home grown
Iowa Silver Mine seed corn.
Chick and chicken feed. Expect a
supply of oyster shell, grit and charcoal.
THE WILL H. PATISON SEED CO.
Old Mexico Commission House.

We wish to extend our heartfelt
thanks to the Maccabees, friends and
neighbors for the many loving serv
ices rendered, and for the beautiful
flowers sent in memory of our dear
one, Charles J. Hurford, who passed
away June 2, 1921.
Mrs. Charles J. Hurford.
The times may be hard, but the
Miss Alta Hurford.
drinks are soft. Brooklyn Eagle.

All parties who have not paid their
monthly donations to the Baseball
Club are requested to turn in their
money at once to Manager Mack.
Doctors have again been warning
us of the germs that collect on paper
money. That should be some consolation to the fellow who is busted.
Some people make their funniest
remarks when attempting to be
Try a Clovis News Classified Ad.
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PRICES ARE GOING TO BE SMASHED

mm HT

mm UT MOW!
Sale Ends Saturday, June 1 8th

151

H

The late spring has caught us with too large a stock and we are going to reduce every line so its up to you to
get in on this Great Reduction Sale and save yourself soma nwney. lemsmber all our stock in every line is new
and high grade no seconds or shelf worn goods will be offered you. READ THE PRICES.

SUITS
$75.00 Suits,
$70.00 Suits,
$65.00 Suits,
$60.00 Suits,
$55.00 Suits,
$50.0 OSuits,
$45.00 Suits,
$40.00 Suits,
$37.50 Suits,
$35.00 Suits,
$32.50 Suits,

$60.00
$55.00
$50.00
$47.50
$45.00
$40.00
$35.00
$32.50
$30.00
$28.50

now

now
now
now
now
now
now

now
now
now
now

'

-

$13.50

$10.50 Shoes at
$10.00 Shoes at $9.50 Shoes at
$9.00 Shoes at
$8.50 Shoes at
$8.00 Shoes at
$7.50 Shoes at
$7.00 Shoes at

$10.00
$9.00
$8.00
$7.75
$7.50
$7.00
$6.50
-- $6.00
$5.75

$8.00
$7.50
$7.00
$6.50
$6.00
$5.75
$5.25

PRICES

.

$4.75

KAHKI OUTING SUITS AND TROUSERS
SUIT CASES, HAND BAGS AND TRUNKS

$2.00

GO AT A BIG DISCOUNT

ALL OUR BOYS SUITS AND BLOUSES
PRICE
WILL GO IN THIS SALE AT

OVERALLS
$1.50

CLEANING

1

t

PHONE? 358,
E3

UNDERWEAR

..$8.50

.'

TIES, SOCKS AND BELTS AT REDUCED

T
Kahki Work Trousers

PRESSING

fol-

Also have a large stock of Work Shoes at a
Big Discount

$5.25

Union Made, 220 Denim, at

$7.50 plus tax
All Silk Shirts go at
We have a complete stock of Fiber Silks,
Madras and Percale Shirts to go at an extremely low price.

McElwairi and Mayer Honorbilt shoes at
lowing prices:

...$25.00

-

SHIRTS

All Packard Shoes to go at $10.50 plus tax .05c
As we are not going to carry the Nettleton
shoes in stock any longer we will close them

out at

EXTRA TROUSERS
$12.50 Trousers
$11.00 Trousers
$10.00 Trousers
$9.50 Trousers
$9.00 Trousers
$8.50 Trousers
$8.00 Trousers
$7.50 Trousers
$7.00 Trousers
$6.50 Trousers
$6.00 Trousers
One lot of high grade
To sell at

SHOES

EE

1

mm V

Wilson Brothers Tower Brand B. V. D.
95c
(sleeveless) go at
$1.15
B. V. D. (V4 sleeves) go at
$2.00
Superior (full length, short sleeves)

HATS
$12.50 Hats, now
$10.00 Hats, now
$9.00 Hats, now
$8.50 Hats, now
$8.00 Hats, now
$7.50 Hats, now
$7.00 Hats, now
$6.50 Hats, now

$9.50
$8.50
$7.50
$7.00
$6.50
$6.00
$5.50
$5.00

1

-

CAPS
$4.00
' $3.50
$3.00
$2.50
$2.00

now
now
now
now
Caps now

Caps,
Caps,
Caps,
Caps,

$3.00
$2.50
$2.00
$1.75
$1.25

ALTERING
REPAIRING
Jti

fr-

S3

THE CLOVIS

cost of marthe actual
keting. Montana hay naturally moves
to the Minneapolis market where it
secured a price ranging from $9 to
$20 per ton, depending on the kind
and quality. The rate from the most
eastern Montana points to the Twin
Cities is approximately $11.50 per
ton, and from Green Falls is about
$18 per ton. It is not necessary to
inquire further as to why the Montana does not market his hay."

.
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;
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Fin Dairy Stock Received.
Mr. John Foster of Hollene received, by express shipment on last Friday, a fine registered Holstein bull.
Mr. Foster has some high grade

Hols-tein-

s

and has purchased this male to
head this high grade herd of dairy

I

Fwpjfw

I

ft Hps

cows.

The registered Holstein male was
purchased from the Turkey Creek
Holstein Farm, Colorado Springs, Col.

.

Kemp Cumber (stnpami

!

I

'The Center of Business Activities in Clovis."

Dairy Cows Pay Profile.
Quite a number of farmers in the
Clovis community are making a good
living and saving money through the
dairy business. With five to ten
dairy cows, one to three hundred hens-ana couple of brood sows together
with a moderate acreage of corn and
other row crops and wheat, a good
living is assured as a constant income
is provided.
County

Farm

Bureau

Saves

s

m

the prejeut level of freight rates. At
tcntion is culled to the average prices
received on the farm in April, 1920,1
1
ami Apr I, 1921, as shown by the De-- I
piirtment of Labor. Potatoes dropped
from $2.!ifl per bushel to 79c; hogs
from approximately $14 per cwt. to
$9; beef cattle from $9 to $0 per
The Farmer Payi the Freight.
cwt.; sheep from $11 to $5 per cwt.;
A representative of the Transporwheat from $2.34 to $1.34 per bushel;
tation Department of the American oats from 91c to 39c per bushel, wool
Farm Bureuu Federation appeared (it from tile to 9c per pound; beans from
the Interstate Commerce Commis-$4.41 to $3.89 per bushel. Potatoes,
nion's hearing in Denver on May 10 J sheep, corn, oatH, wool and beans are
and presented tile following state all idling today at prices less than the
ment
v
1916 levtl.
J'Thb prices of farm products are
"According to the Department of
The Labor statistics, farm prices are 25
pet by competitive conditions.
nripp nf fnrm nrnilnrtu urn fixed at por cent above pre-w(1913), and
the market, and not at the farm j all commodities are 62 per cent above
self. The farmer receives the mar- while reports to the Interstate Comket price less the freight. The manu merce Commission show that railroad
facturer adds the freight to his cost revenues per net ton mile are 66 per
of production. It is because the cent over 1913.
farmer must so luiy the freight in
"In contrast to the marked deflaeveiy case that the increase in freight, tion in price of farm products, has
rates affected the agricultural inter- Been a constant increase in freight
ests of the nation so seriously. When rates. The average revenue per ton
you add to this increase in the mar- mile received by carriers in January,
keting costs the unprecedented fall in 1921, is about 06 per cent higher than
The combination of this
farm products, it becomes evident in 15)16.
that the farmer has reached the cri- increase in rates with tlw drop in
ers, and must be able to put h;s hay, prices has left the farmer helpless.
grain, livestock, fruits and vegetables
"In the Black Hills of South Dakota
on the market at a '.ess cost, if he is is produced an excellent quality of
to avoid bankruptcy.
alfalfa hay. Reports to the Farm Bu"The Interstate Commerce Com reau indicate that the farmers in1 that
mission can properly reduce rates, if section find that the price at the Min
Mich a rod'.ietion will mean an incrcas neapolis and Missouri River markets
ed volume of traffic and the conse- - will not cover the freight, cost of
cuent increase in the net revenues of. hauling to the station and the com
the carrier. Testimony is abundant mission and other charges at destina
tion.
to show that the farmer simply
The farmer is not considering
fuses to send his goods to market at here any cost 01 production, but only

4

ami uuiiau
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Eastern

Farm

Bureau

Federation

Meet.
On May 26th the secretaries and
other officials of eleven eastern state
farm bureau federations met in Trenton, N. J., to discuss organization
problems of mutual interest. Treasurer Chas. E. Gunnels is representing

the American Farm Bureau Federa
tion. He is discussing the relation
ships outlined in th"e agreement between the American Farm Bureau
Federation and the States Relation
Service of the Department of Agriculture. He also brings to the attention of the eastern state secretaries
the advisability of adopting a uniform
system of bookkeeping and of paying
dues into the national organization
as fast as they are received by the
states.
Ohio 100 Per Cent Farm Bureau.
Ohio joins the 100 per cent Farm
Bureau column. Every one of the 88
counties in the Buckeye state has voted affiliation with the Ohio Farm
The other 100
Bureau Federation.

per" cent Farm Bureau states are

I
I

lightninf and tornado insurance on

busi- -

ness houses, stocks of goods, dv 'ngs, farm houses, automO'
biles, threshing machines and live stock.
If everyone stopped to figure just how cheap they could
carry insurance, no one would carry their own risk against fire.
cent per day for each $100.00
f
Do you know that less that
insurance pays the bill on eitfcer city residence or farm dwelling
one-hal-

You

A report by the States Relations
service of the Department of Agriculture, summarizing the work of the
county agents in 1920, shows that
during the year the county agtnts
helped to organize 1,988
associations, did a business totaling
$:9,502,964, resulting in a saving to
the farmers of $2,899,704.
The total business done by all cooperative associations
with the Farm Bureau and the ccur.ty
agent amounted to $375,81 1,060, and
resulted in a saving to the farmer of
$?1, 152,773. This item alone resulted in a saving of $31.33 to each member of the county farm bureaus.

1

,

We now write fire,

Money
4.4

jiff La

houses and less

than one cent per day for $100.00 pays the

insur-

ance on brick buildings or stocks of goods in same? Can you

af-

ford to do without insurance at this price?
We do not expect to write all the insurance in Clovis by any
means. We do hope to get some of it and EVERY LITTLE BIT

HELPS and our motto in writing insurance will be the same we
use in our loan and real e3tate business

Talk to

X

Us

PROMPT SERVICE.

about your next insurance policy, farm loan or

real estate deal.
YOURS FOR SERVICE

i
1

Union Mortgage Co. i
.

"Father, have you cut all four of
Stranger: "Seventeen years ago I
Iowa, Indiana, New Hampshire and
landed here in your town broke. I your wisdom teeth?"
Deleware.
I have
"Yes son.
struck you for a dollar. You gave
purchased a
Farm Bureau Membership Drive Re- it to me, saying you neve turned a used car, accepted a nomination, been
turned.
request like that down."
chairman of a local reception commitBeginning June 13th the Curry
Citizen (eagerly): "Yes?"
tee, and married your mother."- County Farm Bureau will resume its
Stranger: "Well, are you still Life.
membership drive in an effort to game?"
make the campaign in Curry County
"Every normal boy of the 80's
complete. The Farm Bureau memMr. Edison can ask questions that wished to be a pirate," says a writer.
bership campaign has been at rest for college men cannot answer. Sc, for The record of war profiteering india few weeks during the rush of spring that matter, can little Willie.
Provicates thiC. i.iany of them achieved the
work, but the bureau wiil take ad- dence Journal.
Hmbition.
Lincoln (Neb.) Star.
vantage of the slight lull in work between the planting season and the
A..oB..n fnl- nil.lill(r tin. PUm.
imiirn to completion.
The County Fim Bureau is now
of ofmaking a complete
ficers which will soon be ready for
active work.
Mr. Chas. Adams of Union County
has been secured to help with the
membership campaign. Mr. Adams is
an experienced farm bureau man and
an able speaker, he is 100 per cent
New Mexico farmer and has had much
experience in farmer's
Mr. Adams has been
organizations:
active In Farm Bureau work since its
Rear Farmers State Bank
first organization in New Mexico and
was president of the Union County
Farm Bureau for three years. Every
farmer will be greatly benefitted by
getting acquainted with Mr. Adam
and learning the Farm Bureau n.'.d ..s
f view.
.vuik from a farmer's
Farmers are urged to attend some ot
'.lie meetings scheduled .nd profit by
:h.' opportunity presented
Schedule of meetings:
June 13th,
Kanchvale, Monday,
7:H0p. m.
Claud, Tuefday, June 14th, 7:30
L.

F. G. Von Wolff

Fordson

years Henry Ford, a farmer's boy, lias been
wurkin-on the problem of a successful tractor for the farm, and
devoted much time and a vast
for the past fourteen years-liaof the present Fordson
development
the
amount of inonev to
Tractor. Today that tractor is in use on nearly 2(K),(XX) farms and
if you have any doubt as to the satisfaction it gives to those who
are usiny; it, call in and go the booklet just issued by the Ford
Motor Company, called "The Fordson at Work" and read the
tcsiiiuoiiy which is there given by the multitude of owners of
Fonlsou Tractors. No evidence can be more conclusive than that
of the man who actually knows by persona! experience and this
is the lint of testimony carried in this liltle booklel. T1IKWK
IS NO COST FOR THIS 1500 KLFT. If you cannot
call for it. write, drop us, a postal, and we will mail it to you without charge. It is so valuable you ought to have it because it is
the open door through which the farmer will pass from the hard
working drudge to the ( omparative comfort of the manufacturer.
The Fordson makes it possible for the farmer to plan and direct,
while the machine will do the work. It presents the widest latitude for the farmer to exercise his brain power and plan how he
can get the most from the so'l, knowing that the tractor will do
the hard work, do it better, do it quicker, and therefore do it
more profitably. This means not alone in the cultivation of the
soil, in the harvesting of the crops, but in a hundred and one
different deiimnds that are made for labor, cutting of ensilage
and the filling of the silo; cutting of wood; operation of the washing machine; in the lighting of the house with electricity; supplying the hii with running water; bringing to the fanners'
wife and daughter the conveniences of the city, relieving them of
milch of the hard, unpleasant part of housework.
Fur

tliirty-fiv- c

;

s

JONES & LINDLEY Operating Highway Garage

Wall Paper and Paint
We do Contracting Work
.

p. m.

St. Vrain, Wednesday, June 15th,
7:30 p. m.
Hollene, Thursday, June 10th, 7:30

I

p. m.

Foint Enterprise, Friday, June 17
7:30 p. m.
West Chapel, Saturday, June 18th,
7:30 p.m.
MEN

I

The Curry County Chapter of the
American Red Cross wants to see you
if you are in need of hospital care,
vocational training or compensation
from the government. Office hours,
Monday and Friday of each week at
the Clovia News Office.
Carpentier should wear a German
heimetit while fightin? Dcmnsty. It
might frighten Jack into an uncon'
Detroit Journal.
scious state.

The man who waits for building material demand to slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.
There is profit in building. Otherwise
build. With all prices
people would-nohigh the profit remains. Why wait?
t

IK is our earnest, advise that you build now
that you come to us for your estimates.

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.
Telephone 23

Clovis, New Mexico
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MEETING OF EAST AND WEST
Peculiar Circumstances Under Which
American Physician Treated Inmate of Persian Harem.

H
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Our shoes are made in a large variety of styles
and we help you select the style that is adapted to

your foot.
The range of prices, too, is as large as the variety

of styles.
And when it comes to wear, we give you the best
of leather, put together right.
In short, we guarantee satisfaction in every shoe
sale. Come to us for shoes.

Vl'

Dr. W. M. Lancaster

Amcrillo Duily News and the Clovis
News for 17.20 a year.

Office Over Mandell's
Phone No. 157

1

r
l"

I

NOTICE I
If the late Prince Otto Bismark is
conscious of the affairs of this oM
The voters of Curry County who
world of ours, it must strike him Unit
the Allies aren't any great shakes as have been notified to pay their road
indemnity collectors. Marion Star. tax for 1921 must pay at once. This
tax is now due and must be paid Immediately.
For the convenience of tax payers
TEXAS WONDER
we have arranged for this tax to be
,
(or kidney and bladder troubles, grav-I- collected at Sullivan's Grocery or at
weak and lame back, rheumatism Judge Noble's office in the Barry
and irregularities of the kidneys and Building.
bladdjr in both men and women. If
This is final notice.
'
sot sold by your druggist will be sent
J. G. FULKS,
One
oy mail on receipt of $1.25.
Road Supervisor.
small bottle often cures. Send for
worn testimonials. Dr. E. W. HV.L,
For all we take we must pay, ac2926 Olive st. St. Louis, Mo. Sold cording to Kipling. And Montana
by druggists.
goes a step forward with her new tax
and makes bachelors pay for what
they don't take. Nashville Tennes-sea-

Clovis, New Mexico

entertaining diversion In the monotonous domestic routine. The patient
entered dramatically at the proper mo
ment and sank Into a luxurious pile
of brocaded cushions beside the kursl
(tuble), which was covered with white
A samovelvet stenciled In black.
var of hot water was carried In, and
two survunts brought a silver basin
and poured out the water from a slender silver urn for me to wash my
Then the patient loy down
hands.
on the kursl Unit I might examine
her, nnd nil her attendants crowded
around her nnd excitedly and vociferously urged her to be brave and not
to worry, until such a pandemonium
wits rulsed that I could not hear the
Interpreter or my own voice.
When they quieted down and I
found It possible to proceed with the
rj,
examination 1 continued it. I was offered the silver basin again, and
served with tea and sweet cakes,
while I discussed the case. I decided
that an operation was necessary.
A few days later an operating table
was brought Into the house. In a large It!
reception room, the floor of which was lg
covered with the most beautiful rugs
W
I hail ever seen, the operation wus
arperformed.
The doctor who hud
ranged for me to visit the Persian lady
was asked whether I would rather
have a fee or a carpet, and It was decided that 1 would prefer a carpet. A
few duys later when I called ou the t
patient, she told me that she had stmt
her agent to the bazaar to buy me a
carpet, and be hud returned with word
that there was no carpet In nil the
Imxmtr honorable enough for the lady

9

lt'JJWte

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON

of the slmh
One duy a grent-nun- t
'
sent a note to the dlsiensury, uk-In- t;
me to visit her duughter, who was
Mnry W. Urlscotn, In Asia
III, wrltt
Mugusdiie.
Her messenger conducted my Annenlun nurse, who acted as
Interpreter, and me through the gur.
riu, with Its fmlt trees and decorative shrubs and nimble pool, Into the
A servant cereino.
women's qunrtcr.
ulously arranged two green velvet
arinclialra in the exact center of tlx
room for the mother and me.
Soon nit the women of the household
visit from
gathered around us, for
a foreign woman doctor was a most

a)

THOMAS W. JONES
Veterinarian
200 West Otero Street
Clovis, N. M.
Phone 45
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So she Invited me to select
doctor.
from her paluce any rug that pleased
tne. My protestations were futile. I
hud to wander through the great
rooms, followed by a procession composed of the Indies of the household,
the attendants nnd servants, and tlnd
an honorable curpet I examined them
all and selected a lovely Kurdistan rug
e
background nnd green
with nn
border. This was promptly rolled up
by the servunt and corrled to the pa
tient, who said that I must have been
accustomed to flue carpets all my life,
for I had chosen the rarest rug In her
I was much embarrassed
possession.
and tried to refuse the too princely
gift, but she Insisted that I must hnve
It and 1 curried on to America my
most exquisite memory of I'ersla.

J
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LONG-BEL- L

"It

This beautiful small home is but
"lustration of the ability of a
,001 rchi,c, ,0 Produc"
tinctive home without the uaual at- tend.nt high cost.
Long-Be- ll

We offer the home builder a 'plan
and building service that will enable
him to build better homes. .Costly
error in plans and corwtruction can
be avoided by building with Long-Be-

1I

Oh, What a Tangled

Physician and Surgeon
Office UO'i N. Main St.
Res. 209
Office Phone 231.
a

KEEP OUR 5HIP5

OK

TO

SEVEW

SEAS

American ships, flying
the Stars and Stripes

will carry you and

DR. L. M. BIGGS
Veterinary Surgeon
Thone 331

Web.

visiting In the country one
summer, nnd did not bring a wrap.
One night It was quite cold, and a
friend of mine came to take me for a
drive,
I was anxious to make a good
lniiresslon. lie Insisted that I wear
a coat.
I snld I did not need one..
He was so persistent that Dually I
told him a friend had borrowed my
coat.
Then he Insisted that we go
straight after It. So off we started
for the girl's homo.
I ran up Hie
stairs to her room, resolved Hint If her
I wos

your goods anywhere

.

Clovis. Mew Mexico

WALTER W.MAYES
ATTORN

Practices In all courts
Clovit, N. M.

Two and three generations
ago, the Stars and Stripes
were all over the world.
Then they nlmost vanished
from the seven, seas. But
today they ore back asain.
Big splendid
can owned and
passengers and
ing their way

steamers, Amerioperated, carrying
goods, are crowdinto all foreign

harbors with the Stars and

Stripes proudly fluttering from

cunt

was not

In her room

would

I

stay there rather than come down
without It. It was there, however,
and I took It anil ran downstairs. We
didn't get out of the yard soon enough
for me, for I was afraid some of the
family would see us, and there would
he nn explunutlon due. Chicago Tribune.

their manu.

DR. H. R. GIBSON
OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, both acute
and chrcnic. Officii n building
on corner north of Fire Station.
Res. 390.
Office phone 883.
Clovis, New Mexico.

.

S. J. WRIGHT

)

Chiropractor
State Bank.
Farmers
Over
Honrs ,9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Phone 846

American exporters, Importers,
all can help by shiptravelers
ping and sailing under the Stars
and Stripes.

Operators of Passenger
Services
Admiral Line, 17 Stiie Street. New
Y.k, NY
Mation Navigation Company. K
&

Ctav

Street, italtimore, Mil.

Munion Steam Ship Line,Y. 82 Beaver
Street, New York, N.
New York and Porto Pico S. S. Co.,
Broailwuy, New lork. N. Y.
Pacltk Mail S. S. Co., 4' Broadway,
New York. N. Y.
O. S. Mall S. S. Co., 4! Broadway,
New York, N Y.
Ward Line, (New York erH Ciiha Mill
S. S. Co.) Font of Wall Straet.
New York, N. Y.

Free use of
Shipping Board films
the of Shipping Hoard motion picture
of any
filmi, four reclj, free on reueM
mayor, pwtor, pttnu-- r, or orsanl-ja-

Dr. C. L. McClellan
Physician and Surgeon
Office Over Mondeil's
Residence, 914 N. Main St.
CLOVIS, N. M.

A great educational picture
and th ica. Write fi information to H. Laue, Director Infornw'ion
Bureau. Room 911. I '2. "F"
N. W Wadiinaton. D. C
SHIPS FOR IALB
(Fa AmtUtm rfMwai tub)
I
Si
ttamera. both ail and ml
kurnari. Alio wood itaamarl. wood
kulli and onan-Soitali. Partbir
ialaenutioa obuiaed by riouiK.

of nhlps

Forsailingsoasst?tftT
DR. C. O. WARRINER
CHIROPRACTOR
South Mrin Street
Phone lul

113)4

and freight ships to all
parts of the world andall
otherinformation, write
any of the above lines or
U

a

DR. T. E. PRESLEY
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat,
of Roswell, N. II, will be in Clo- via at the Baptist Hospital from
the 4th to the 8th of each month.

BOARD
WASHINGTON, D.C

Using Waste Gss.
of our natural gns In this
country Is wasted because the wells
are too fur from Industrial centers or
their output too small. This Is par
tlculnrly the case In Louisiana, Texas,
Wyoming nnd pacts of California.
The United States bureau of mines
hits been studying the possibilities of
utilizing this waste gas for the production of chloroform and other chemicals of value, such as carbon tetrachloride and methyl chloride. The conclusions drawn are highly favurnWe,
Use of the gns for these' products
would be restricted to "dry" gnses,
which are of no value ft if yielding
gasoline.
For the the latter purpose
"wet" gases from wells' In isolated
places are profitably available.
Much

8olar Eclipse.
Apropos of the annual eclipse of
April 8, 11121, Doctor Cronuuelln writes
In Nature that the occurence of a cen.
tntl solar eclipse within the limits of
the Hrltlsh Isles Is a rare event. There
has been no British total solar eclipse
since 1 724, nnd the next one will occur
In WJ". If we disregard that of January . 1025, In which the track of
totality merely grar.es the Western
Hebrides nnd the eclipse occurs with
The last annular
a very low sun.
eclipse before that of the present year
was lnlK58 and there will not be another until 2003. Scientific American,
Considerate.
"Ton are pinched for speeding."
"But. cnnstnble, I am running away
to bo married."
"Then I won't pile any more troll- -
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We are pleased to have you rail on
us for the assistance of our council
'on Praticl OX
P'n ,,'y'c

perien""

'C,

i

LUMBER CO.
It Eight."
W. B. CRAMER,(Mgr.

dress, Longfellow, Hiawatha, Sketch
Carnivals are making some of the
Oook, Julius Caesar, Macbeth, Merneighboring towns. Any town thut
chant of Venice, As You Like It, knows anything about a carnival will
CLAUD NOTES
Toe's Tales, A Message to Garcia, put the "No Admittance" sign out for
s
Debutes, Democracy them. They tuke money out of a town
of
the
War.
give no real enjoyment In return, and
week-enwas
Claud
nt
rain
This
every form of immorality known fol2 Vi inches.
It isn't wise to drift through life lows them. Doctors can tell better
Miss Helen Palmateor is attending
state normal. She was a Clovis high copying other people. The world rec- than any other authority just what
ognizes the imitation as quickly as it follows the visit of a carnival to a
school graduate this year.
town.
Canadian Record.
Mrs. Edna Durand and Mrs. S. J. does the original.
Wright gave the Claud Indies a dress
Under the benificent rule of
The luck of Borne people isn't luck
form (lemdnstration at the school
A form at all.
It is merely energy and
a small nation can do
house Thursday afternoon.
regulated by good old horse anything a large nation wants it to
was made for Mrs. l'ulmnteer.
do. Cleveland News,
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Bieler have senw.
rented the Stall farm this coming fall.
The Outlook Club will meet with
Wednesday afterMrs. Krcitzberg
noon.
The following books are amoiiR
l.i. .. Mm
... Diitlimlc Chili:
Vliwcc
Columbus. Children of the South
Lands, Stories of the Revolution,
Franklin, Selections from Hiawatha,
Famous Artists Vols. I, II, und III,
Our Animal Friends and How. to
There's every inducement for you to come to
Treat them, Poems Worth Knowing,
when you want a pood sandwich, a hot cup
Murray's
DeSota, Patrick Henry, American Incold drink or a box of the best candy on
a
of
cocoa,
ventors, Eugene Field, Lexington and
market.
the
of
Makers
Arc,
of
Joan
Hill,
Bunker
For1 Murray has them all, together with the
European History, Alice's Further
Adventures in Wonderland, Kursa the
cleanest place and the best service in town.
Cliff Dweller, Story Lessons in Everyday Manners, The Enchanted Bugle,
Animal l'.fc in the ten, Peeps into Bird
Nooks, Story of King Coon, Builders
of the World, Explorations of the
Northwest, Story of the Cnbots, Story
of the Norsemen, Nathan Hale, Mexico, Robert 'L. Stevenson, McKinley,
Four Little Discoverers in Pananm,
King of the Golden River, The Golden
Slaughter Murray, Prop.
Touch, A Dog of Flanders, Browning's Poems, Robin Hood, Great Eu3333 mxnTXTZ 3
13133 13H33333133131333313333-ropean Cities Vols. I, 11, and' III,
What I sow in Japan, The Chinese and
TtTTMtHf.MHrTt
their Country, Richard the Lion TT
Hearted, Heroes of the Revolution,
Stories of Courage, Napoleon, LnFay-ettLewis and Clark Expedition,
Story of Slavery, Nebraska, New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania. Tennessee,
Rip Van Winkle, Legend of Sleepy
Ed McDaniel, who operates Ed's Restaurant
Hollow, The Mountaineer, Bryant's
and Poems, Thrift
Thanatopsis
Melrose has taken charge of the Antlers Hotel dinStories, Litle Nell, The Gentle Boy,
ing room and will serve three good meals a day,
Courtship of Miles Standish, Evangefamily style, at reasonable rates. Give him a trial.
line, Snowbound, The Great Stone
LanServe Fish Every Friday.
Face, Oregon Trail. Sstnrv
of
Chicken Every Sunday.guage and Litcnit'if.
Waterloo, Oliver Twist, Uncle Tom's
Cabin. David Copperfield, Cotter's
Saturday Night, The Deserted Viljj
lage, Speeches of Lincoln, Julius Caesar Selections, Bunker Hill Address,
Sir Roger de Coverly Pnpers, The
Gold Bug, Wash'"gton' Farewell Ad
Lincoln-Dougla-

d

Dr. J. B. Westerfield

jj

ll

Costs No More To Build

Telephone No. 15

Plan Service

P,n''

loiiSiwboMKl

l

Home

Long-Be- ll

Every Inducement

-

LET'S GO TO

Murray's Confectionery

e,

NOTICE !

-

Ed McDaniel
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spicies of Dean Lacas Post No. 25
American Legion, which is nothing
more nor less than a Young Men's
Booster Organisation which is en
deavoring to build a greater Clovis, a
Clovis of which we can all be Justly
proud, a Clovis which should be
known from coast to coast, and from
the Gulf to the Lakes, as the MECCA
of tourists, of business men, and in
fact the MECCA of every live wire
within the bounds of our great na
tion.
Yet, it is a very. well known fact,
that these things can only be done
by lots of hard work which must be,
in the words of the Salvation Army,
"Everlastingly at it." Yet, the undirected force and energies of a
thousand men cannot accomplish as
much as the organized and directed
forces and energies of a hundred men
and all our forces and all our energy
would go for naught unless we ap
prise the public of our attractions,
through the well known medium of
advertising.
To advertise costs a great deal of
money, .it costs money to print your
advertisements, and it costs more
money to distribute your printed ad
vertisements to get them before the
people. The cost of the advertising
to be done by the American Legion
in connection with the celebration of
the 4th and 3th of July will consist
mainly of printed bills, as most of the
distribution will be done by members
of the American Legion, and in this
way we can easily get twice as much
advertising for the same amount of
money.
If this celebration was for the sole
benefit of the American Legion, or of
any other group of people in Clovia,
it would be most unfair to solicit
funds for advertising other than from
members of that group. However,
ruch attractions as the 4th of July
celebration, will be a benefit to each
and every citizen of Clovis, while the
benefits may not show themselves immediately and directly, there are none
of us who will have the temerity to
?ay that the advertising of Clovis as
proposed by the American Legion will
not result in individual benefits to
every citizen of Clovis and Curry
County..
It will cost easily two thousand
dollars to properly advertise the celebration and to put on the free bar
becue, which is in reality nothing but
The American Legion is
undertaking to do all of the work
connected with making the attractions
a success in every detail, but they will

iiMiimilum

int.ni

.;ui

th'r.i? else. He istaits the story as e
for the
cowboy and is notorious
r.rr.r.!:: he pulls on all his cowboy

TOM MIX IN "THE ROAD DEMON"

"The Rouil lVmu:i" is the fas:, ft
automobile ufce thr'ller you evi r saw.
If you don't bcliive It just come and
we Tom Mix drive th; ear that belonged to Barney OldfitlJ and the on.
in which he won race? :it Shcev.h.-Bay, I ad .ur.apolis, ami I.o; Ar.Ri.lia
and Phoenix. And Mix ha:i nerve
enough to give her all kIi .'s '.rot lun't
alow down for curves nor ior a".y- -

trades for an auto and
the racing game finally
v.ii,? a girl. Ycu'll get mu:iy a laugh
a:.d many a thrill if you'll come and
see "The Poad Demon." Also show
comedy and Mutt and
ir.g a
Jid" t'r.iroon. At tHe Lyceum Theatre
Saturday night, June 11th. Try to
ecmrades

;U;

ir.to

two-re-

Kit

..hting,

riding,

steer

steer roping,

joat renins, steer bulldogging, relay

, saddle hor.-'.aces, a wild mull
Legion
(if the mule djesn't pitcvh, tin
d nunlificd) ar.d they jre en- .. k.
Column
i. 'g to locate some wild burro
i b- - r d len by any of the 3oy Scout
iV'.r eVht.'en yeirs cf age who wish
The ruins have pievintcd the be- to t ike a try nt them, bnt they are
ginning cf tlu' woifc c:i 'lie
n J in advance that these burros
Legion Hideo, Kuctt ar.d Fa'r do tvery'hlr j; but hook.
Ground.-- , hut ilv:
iu::.
are n
T!v p ist.4 to be offend for con
launched, bids hi.ve boe.i taken for
0:1 the?e two days will ag
the Grand Stand and Bleuclieis and
;.
g
over three thous'ind
the track has been outline:!, 'i'hj City dillms.
Council, at It.' i g.ilur meet "tig lust
Tiv iv:'.c-.ticf hca louurters is
Monday night, turned over all street i!': t "ntr.re t.niler upon i his celebra-t!o- i
concissioi.s in the City of Clovh to
i'or the work is beirg done by the
the Amere::n Ligio". lot the two ilayf '.v. !!i:. l:i d ex-- rv c: men of Curry
No c jnceii ion: will bej erti.-tcelebration.
v,hi ar dornting the work,
permitted t" ope. ate within :h.' o.tyi ar.d the eft ire show has the enthusilimits excepting there which h::ve a' astic endorsement of eveiyone of
permit from Dtan Luetis Post No. 2 eifht thousand booster citizens of
There were
American Legion.
CI; vis, as well as the backing of each
reraons for (V:- rii.!:ni by :h. nrd veiy citizen of the Cou lty of
council, the pnir.ary reason being
,
that in th w:iy the Anniican
Tin re s a cr.inniitti e from the
can keep eveiy fi attire rf !ti gur..tic Vnericm Leg'on, which is now out
celebration up to tlu highest i.'.er d
f'trdf to bc'ured in thor-:h!held
standard, and e.1.1 i:i no wiw
this celebration
t dv r':i'i;
rcspocjihle fer the re! or, of eii'.idor.'. '!v ouah-'.i- t
the Snt; of Ne Mexico,
over whom th. y o'henvise could exerh: vest, i n h '!f of Tosax ar.d Okla- 1.
hr.h"
cise no cortrol.
Colorado
(ir,
yet T'.l 'lv "n'ffin hzl cf Arinona, w
While hea ;i!i..te. ' are
lying easterly of
ready" to unnounce their pro. r ni, it
will be announced at an ea:ly dite. Vve;!ls. Crlifcrnia. It is a well known
but the following will be features of fret that it is impossible to put on.
hout a large .amount of fundi,
the celebration:
Parade in the foicnoon bkr.ded the extensive advertising campaign
with the Calitb'.impian parade, to be which is necessary to the success of
staged hy the Char.;!)' r cf Cc:rtT.tr:e, crtertTlrments of the magnitude
free Barbecue, ttock Ford race, s'rip- - which !s to be presented in Clovis, of
Clovis, under the auped racing car main vent, broncho j Clov', nvd
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The Quality of

SUNLIGHT FLOU R
X
X

Is a guarantee of its strengthening
properties. It's THE best. It's
MADE at home. Isn't that enough?

We Want Your Grain

Cramer Mill and Elevators Co.
' IF IT'S THE BEST IT'S SUNLIGHT
Clovis, New Mexico

f TTTTTTTTTTTTTTt
If you put safety first you have
be forced to call upon the people of
Clovis to aid them in raising the second place for something else, but
if you put speed first, there won't be
necessary funds with which to
any second place. Dallas Newa.
If Lenine has "gone crazy," the
Twice the world has been free of
racial hatred: when Adam was a mystery is how they found it out.
young fellow, and when Noah came Greenville (S. C.J Piedmont.
out of the Ark. Washington Herald.
ADVANCE GUARD OF INDUSTRY
There is music in the patter of the
gently dropping rain; but the gently
"Wildcatting" is a phrase which is
dropping prices don't alleviate our much abused.
pain. Richmond News Leader.
It is a phrase which has developed
with the oil industry. The individual
or eompnny which seeks oil in new
MEN
places is referred to as a "wildcatThe Curry County Chapter of the ter," and in referring to "wildcBt-ting- "
the practical has become too
American Red Cross wants to see you
if you are in need of hospital care, common of speaking of it in slighting
vocational training or compensation terms.
There is no question but what much
from the government Office hours,
Monday and Friday of each week at money has been lost in "wildcatting"
ventures, and there have undoubtedly
the Clovis News Office.
--

been crooked companies who have
taken the investors' money for "wildcatting" just as there have been
crooked companies in other lines of
activity.
But the fact remains that if it
were not for "wildcatting" we would
not have nil for our needs today. The
high price for crude oil during the
paBt year encouraged "wildcatting"
in many new localities, and as a result we have oil producing wells today in sections of the country which
never dreamed of oil a year or two
ago.
An honest "wildcatter"

is a public
henefuotor, and instead of misconstruing the term which is applied to
him, the public should understand
that it is these pioneers in any industry, and particularly the oil and mining industries, who are chiefly responsible for the wealth and development
of our western states today.
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Announcing the Greatest Car Values of Their Glass
In The World

,

:;

The Following Models of Buick Cars will be Delivered
to You in Clovis at Following Prices:

I

fr

..

JPssyTftfkotositmmtif
IFIWASKllCOUlD
LIT JM SEE

MAVDE

I COULD

SHOW YOU

Model
Model
Model
Model

44
45

46
47

Model 48
Model 49
Model 50

Roadster retails at Clovis
Five Passenger Touring Car, at Clovis
Three Passenger Coupe, at Clovis
Five Passenger Sedan, at Clovis
Four Passenger Coupe, at Clovis .
Seven Passenger Touring Car, at Clovis
Seven Passenger Sedan, at Clovis

Buick will not change its models for 1922.
the same as 1921.
')

iV- HI s.uc.y
i;.;n, S
;.i; r. jl.ll
s
v.v V.' ill MiiO y ymi vith the auto sup-oliowill Mr,j. ; vm with sitistVtory service Pro
1

tO

SIM 'I

that
per prices jiirviiil, kiv our im"is'(1 patrons.

Uf VIOL'S

$1,740

$1,770
$2,395

$2,730
$2,630
$1,995
$2,950

The models will remain

These price reductions place the Buick in a class to itself as far as car
It is the great car of the new period in motor
values are concerned.
building.

WE CAN DELIVER ANY OF THE ABOVE MODELS

CLOVIS- BUICK CO.
-

Salesroom opposite the post office

PHONE 77
3E:

TME CLOVI

NFW?.
i

Young People's

Department
By Norah Josephine

-

......

rope around its neck, he hung it to The great Newfoundland is simply a
a tree. A passing neighbor asked if beast of burden in his native land.
he were hanging a harmless sheep, It drawt heavy loads, gett little food,
and he told him "No, I am hanging a and what it gets is very poor. The
wolf in sheep's clothing." Do not Eskimo dog it a hard worker in the
pretend to be good, be really good. frozen north; it draws heavy sledges

Harrison

Things a Dog Will Do over the snow and ice, and hat to
live through the winter on the food
For Hit Muter.
its master cannot eat. It also gets
a
What
splendid
is.
dog
a
chum
Answer to last week's questions:
a certain amount of dried or frozen
He
will
guard
your
you
are
if
life
1. How the fruit was divided. The
In some European
he will hunt for you, run fish each day.
customer received 3 cocoanuts (worth attacked;
jountries dogs work also. In Holland
if
you
rrunds
train
swim
him,
rivers
24c) 15 oranges (worth 15c) and 2
to get to you, play w.th you. He will and Belgium, they draw carts full of
apples (worth lc) making 20 in all
do nearly everything but talk to you. milk arid vegetables. When they are
for 40c.
well treated they seem to enjoy their
How did they stand? This is He even tries hard to do that, and
2.
you can understand each other after woik. They used to draw carts in
usually
is
a
known as
"catch"
what
England, until a law forbidding it was
and the answer is that, as they stood, practice. It is good for you to have passed.
a
dog
good
and
dog
for the
to have a
they faced each other, one looking
good master. All dogs were wild once
The most famous dogs abroad are
north, the other south.
they belonged to the same family as the great powerful St. Bernards, who
3. How many Beats in the hall?
They are kept and
One-thir- d
of the Beats were filled at at the wolf, fox and jackal. If dogs live in the Alpt.
beby
at
the monastery of
monki
trained
to
were
themselves
left
they
would
50c each. At 25c each two-thircome wild animals again. There are St. Bernard. When a snow storm
would have yielded the same amount,
in the mountains, these fine
still wild dogs off the const of Ireland,
therefore had the hall been filled, the
which are really little wolves. The dogs go out with a little flask around
remaining one-thir- d
would have yieldEskimo sledge drawing dog of today their necks and seek poor travelers
ed $50, so that there were 200 in
part wolf. The Jogs used in who have fallen and are nearly frozen
that third or 600 seats in the hall it often
India for hunting are usually the in the mow. Often they find people
altogether.
wild dogs
has unconscious and nearly dead in snow
tamed.
Australia
4. What was the mixture. If the
of wild dogs, called drifts. They scratch away the snow
many
thousands
grocer had put in one ounce of chic
and raise the sufferer, if they can, so
ory and 15 ounces of coffee, the price dingoes, just as it had long before
men first saw the land. It is that he can drink from the flask. All
white
would have been 30',ic, that is 30c
wonderful to think that the great St. the time they bark loudly. In the si

Tht Wonderful

I

.. i.

1.

1

oj

J uuULzilIY
it takes to make a
REAL BANK in any community f Here's something to think
about.

STRENGTH
FIRST

VjC for the chicory.
lence of the great mountains their
Thus, every ounce of chicory in the Bernard and the Newfoundland and
the mastiff and the pug and the bark can be heard for miles. The good
pound of the mixture lowered the cost
pocdle, come from dogs that were monks go where they hear the dogs
.c below 32c. 23c is 0c less than 32c
once as wild as wolves, yet it is so and and bring in the lost person' to
and there are 0 times l'..c in 9c; then
Dog! in this
even now it is hard to tell the differ- - warmth and shelter.
there were 6 ounces of chicory in the
strong Hungarian country, of many breeds, will seek
between
ence
the
mixture, and there must have been
sh?ep dog and the wild wolf, from 'AUAnnkf...lA..A it Un. llnnnnn f n rrtii
10 ounces of coffee.
which he descended. As we have taid, lest, but the St. Bernard in the only
Riddles to Gui.
the tame dogs would all go wild again one in the Alpt that does this. The
How long did he wait?
1.
You if
left nlone. There were some tame Alps are a great mountain range in
have missed the train by a minute ones left on Robinson Crusoe's island, Switzerland. More about dogs noxt
said the station master, but there i3 and nobody went there
for thirty week.
a train every few minutes. If there
Tho fines hftH hpprtm( ntlltf'
How Big It the World?
were three more thains an hour, said. wil(, Thpv hllnt., illst like ,olvM
The world is nearly round. From
the traveler, and I had just lost a train
hni, fnr(,oHl,n hfiw t0 hark. for the north pole to the south polo,
by minute, 1 should have a minute wild (logs rarely
bark, they howl. straight through the earth, the dist
less to wait for the next. How long These dogs howled and not until tiiey ance is about 7,899 miles. A pole
did he wait?
became used to men again, did they thrust through the center of the earth
Aciop't Fable
remember that they should bark. from side to side would measure
The Wolf in Sheep's Clothing
Several years ago, there were two about 7,025 miles, the distnncc tight
A wolf once dressed himself in a dogs in England thnt lost their own- - around the outside is about 24,850
sheep s tkin and got shut up one m, so they made homes for them-nig- miles. The round world is a vast
-with some sheep. Before any of selves in a
.car a town. They mass of land and water, surrounded
the pretty little lambs were hurt, the, hunted sheep and lambs all around by air. It spins like a top, travel
shepherd came to the fold to get the and killed so many and wove such around the sun, and it movet forward
fattest sheep in the flock. In touching! thieves, just as wild dogs in India, W'th all the stars in the heavens, forthem to find out which was the big-- ! Australia and Africa do. They had to wa.-- and forward, forever and for
gest and fattet, he found an animal be shot. Th?y looked just like wolves, ever. So tremendous is the size of
with a wooly back like a sheep, btitj so much had they changed during the thit huge globe, that the mighty range
it had hairy ears.
It was the wolf, few months in which they lived the of mountains which we call the Alp
lying down with the sheep waiting for life of wild does. Each country has are only like the burrowing of a mole
a good chance to carry off a lamb.! its own type of dog, hut we get all of in the ground. Now if the Alps are
"This is a strange kind cf sheip,"jthem in our U. S. A., for this is the so small in comparison with the size
thought the shepherd, and putting b lesi dog loving country in the world. of the earth, how much smaller mutt

This bank lias a large Capital and Surplus
It stands in "CLASS A" in the Federal
Reserve System. Its Stockholders and Directors are
all successful business men and are among the
strongest. We also have the hacking of JV COMMERCE TRUST COMPANY, the largest bank in
Kansas Citv. "WE ALWAYS CARRY A lir.AVY
CASH RESERVE."

$125,000.00.

ABILITY
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SECOND

.

THIRD

CLOVIS N. M.

Sale

Low Prices

at the

Ever Held in Clovis Nov Going On

The Surprise Store
Extra Special!

Overalls

Men's Kahki Suits

,

gg

jj

$3.25

Norfolk Style

union Made
Extra Heavy

NOTICE OF SALt.
Notice is hereby (riven thnt by vir
tue of a final judgment entered by the
District Court of Curry County, New
tlio rilh ilnv nf June. 19-- 1.
in Cause No. 1761, in favor of Hatleyj
Gonznlns. defendant, therein, for the
sum of $429.10, with interest therein
at six per cent per annum, and oil

costs of suit and foreclosing the at
tachment lien in said cause against
the following described property,
One bay horse, two years old,
one buggy and one set of leather harness.
and ordering same to be fold by the
sheriff of this county to satisfy said
judgment, I will en the 9th day of
July, 1921, at the front door of the
Court House in Clovis, New Mexico,
at 2:00 o'clock p. m offer for sale
and sell to the highest bidder for cash
the above described property.
S. D. DEAN,
6
Sheriff of Cuny County, N. M.

t

Edwin Clapp, Packard

Beacon, Howard and
Foster

$2 25

we.,- -

10C

Pairs

.

OOC

$2.35 to $3.95

and

J
.

Children s Shoes

Qxjorjs

All

Choice $2.50

TO--M1L-

35

Co)

FOR M

E

a

d.

m
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Tennis Slippers

MILLER
GEARED-TO-THf-

9T5(:

HAL

"
pleasant fact to remember. Since J 1 Miiler ex(tit
perts have more than doubled their average tir-- mileage--a- nd
the cost per mile in two.
Hundreds of methods for reMinir, milea'jv are tested. Twice a
year, on the average, some new preat. improvement ts accomplishwork is ",tJK J monthly.
ed. The laboratory expense for
Men eame to Miller tires sbwly. P.'.it one by one users found
them out. Then the demand came, li:;e a flood. In the past five
It ha
years the demand for Millers has multiplied twenty-foldoubled in the past twelve months.
You should learn what Milleis mean to you. Make a test
a comparison.' Do what large us is do. Then let the record-- nil
you which tire exeells.

,

Boys Shoes

do-si-

WHAT THEY USE
That's

Black and Brown

100 Pairs

be--f- ore

TIRES! C

Oxfords

Small Sizes

has been visiting the Boone family
of lute.
Mr. Polk Williams' well has been
FAIRFIELD FACTS
damrged seriously by the rain.
)
The farmers of this community
they have enough rain to Inst
think
girls
The Fairfield club boys and
bout five years if it don't dry
held a meeting at the school hous-that time.
Friday evening. The young men of
The Gentlewoman.
the community were present and played baseball. The ball team of FairA knowledge of the law of health
field will be at Pleasant Hill next does not come by instinct, says
ft
Saturday.
leading author.ty. It must be taught..
Simple hsts show that we have had
ie
Every chil.l should be taught to
seven inches of rain the past wee!;.
cleanliness instead of accepting
Mr. Charles Scott and fam.ly were
it under protest, for cleanliness lead
in Hurley, Texas, Saturday and on
to health, and health enriches U
returning late at night the car re- power cf mind and paves the road U-fused to pull through the nuid and
'
suectss.
the car and n'.l its contents remained
there all night.
are becoming iov
Mr. F. D. Lew's and family of Clomuch of a multiplicity in this country.
vis were visitors at the Boone home We will have to use greater discreSaturday.
tion in this rapid accumulation of
Mr. Phillips had his car overhauled wealth, or there will be no pour men
by Mr. Pass from Albuquerque wh,o left to do the work.
is staying four miles south and
When we look at some
baseball'
one half mile east of Texico for the
remarkable price of twenty dollars. games we wonder why it is necessary
Rev. J. C. Lewis of Brmvnfield, to send to Africa for ivory. New
Texas, father of Mrs. T. A. Boone,' York Evening Mail.
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Complete Line

Men's Oxfords

He is like a speck of

.

,

Many More
Articles at

Black and Tan

-

sand.

Articles at

Men's Dress
Shoes

We appreciate your business, no matter how
small it. may be, and shall at all times try to showthat we do. (Jive us your account, if it's only TEN
DOLLARS, it gets us better acquainted and when,
you need a favor you'll find us ready to help you.

First National Bank
man appear?

Low Prices

Strength doesn't count without ahili'y. We arc
able and willing at all times to care for the wv.-.- y
demands of our customers. This bank ha- - .hvays
stood for the things that are. right and best for the
community.

APPRECIATION

fit-I-

The Biggest

'

Did you over stop to figure out j iust what

for the coffee and

Many More

i

50c, 85c, 95c

I

i

m

ROAD

ELECTRIC FILLING STATION
fiT.nvis. w M.

iot&
PHONE 64

m

w
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A GREAT COUNTRY

(By J. H.,Slipaid)

'

RANCHVALE RUMORS

If you want to know whut a won
derful Utfrlcultinal coiii.tiy U this

neighbors here extend their deepest
Mrs. J. A. Madole spent the day
sympathy to his two little orphan with Mrs. W. H. Foster Friday.
boys.
Several of the youngsters called in
The arbor meeting last wuei ras; to see how Mr. David Young was Sun- attended last week by large crowds, day and was sorry to find him in such
Sunday was to have been a special a bad condition.
service with dinner on the j
It never gets too muddy at
but owing to the very rainy lene but what the little
weather, there could be no services jitney can go oer to Mr. Chitwood's.
Saturday night nor Sunday.
We haven't learned yet whether it has
Mr. James Fryar and Miss Mae business with the old man or his
Moss were united in marriage June daughter.
1st. Their many friends wish them
Mr.. Clarence Hopkins and Mr.
happiness in their new life.
Claud McDougal take a trip north
Jesse Locknane started Wednesday most every Sunday. I wonder where
on a trip to visit relatives in Okla- they go.
homa.
We are sorry to say that Miss Ollie
R. H. Bell and Bailey Hubble drove Osborn has cons dered herself as an
e
a
team to San Jon Satur- old maid.
day to get a load of maize heads. The
Miss Lois Madole never will get out
rain caught, them and they spent the of practice watching for the Ford
night at Moore's in the valley and re- that was in practice stopping at her
turned Sunday.
front gate.
Little Buran Johnston has been
Miss Jesie Smith was disappointed
quite sick the past week.
Sunday. She had prepared for the
J. A. Leach and family spent Sat- young folks to take dinner with her.
urday night at the home of Ike Hines.
The Sadies
Virgil Tillman is building a six
room house, and a granary. Mr Jones
is his carpenter,

walk up Main Street and take a look
Rosa Lee White is entertuining a
at the splendid crop of wheat and al
falfa growing; between the curb and sore foot caused by stepping on a
nail.
sidewalk.
Mr. Ed White's family has decided
Wheat is a certainty and is is
predicted that there will he not to return to the ranch but will
more wheat marketed this year than spend the summer in the old Ranch-val- e
school house.
last.
Mrs. V. Tate has been on the sick
Row crops are virtually assured, ac
list for the past week.
count of recent rains.
On account of the rain no one at
Some farmers ate trying now to
tended Sunday school at Ranchvale
lease extra land to store their
last Sunday.
crops on.
Mrs. Durand, the county club leadGardens are peeping over the
fences and wearing the fruit out er, attended our first business meeting last Wednesday, giving us some
chasing around the lots.
"It hus nut ruined back here for hell ful hints on our club work.
Mr. V. Tate sent two loads of hogs
nearly three weeks and everything is
burning up." This is a wail that to Clovis market the first of this
comes to our ears from a certain sec- week. .
The rain last week and first of this
tion in the cast.
Here is another: "If it didn't rain week has delayed the farmers from
any more here than in New Mexico, listing.
this country wouldn't be worth a
News Classified Ads bring results.
whoop."
Crops out in this
d
country will stand or sleep and wait
for the rain to come. And when the
4
CAMERON NEWS
rain does come the crops grow so
HOLLENE
HAPPENINGS
fast that it is unsafe to get out in the
4
fields for fear of getting covered up
The recent heavy rains have given
or knocked down by the shooting up
the grass and wheat a thriving ap
Rain? Yes, I say it was a rain. 2'i
Bnd shooting out of crops.
If it doesn't rain back east for pearance, and put water in the lakes inches fell between Saturday morning
causing the notes of the frogs to echo and Sunday morning.
three weeks "it's a most
terrible
Mr. J. M. Manning made' a business
drouth and crops are burned up." joyously. Some of the farmers are
If it doesn't rain out in this western estimating a yield of 25 bushels an trip to Clovis Friday.
Mr. John Foster went to Clovis
country for three weeks, it's just a acre on their wheat.
J. A. Nichols and family of Wel- Friday to get a registered
little s. .'II between showers to give
Holstein
the crops a chance to get in a weavin' lington, Texas, are moving this week calf which was shipped from Colorado
way doing the growing stunt. If it to the Erwin place near Jones school Springs, Colorado.
Mrs. Jess Black has started a music
doesn't rain for three months we be- house.
A. A .Dethrage was out from Clovis class at Hollene
gin to wonder if it is really going to
and will teach two
jrot dry enough to injure growing the last of the week attending to evenings out of a week.
business interests here.
Mr. A. P. Lofton has postponed his
crops.
A package containing
a ladle:
Out here we breathe pure air and
fishing trip since the rain.
Mr. B. B. Harrison is drilling a
ilrink pure water.
Back east they dark blue poplin coat suit belonging
breathe misma filled air nnd drink to Sarah Gamble was lost last week well.
between Cameron and Grady. Infor
moonshine.
The doctor was called out to see
Out here we shed our winter duds mation regarding it will be gratefully Mr. David Young Friday the 3rd.
nnd rays of happiness July Fourth. received. Please notify her at Grady
The Ruthcr Bros. Shipped a mixed
Back cast the shed their winter duds post office.
car of cattle and hogs last week.
After services at the arbor Friday
March 1st und seed ticks all summer
There wasn't any Sunday school
morning, invitation was given to a nor church at Hollene Sunday.
thru.
Out here during the summer nights large number to accompany the Whin-ner- y
On account of the bad roads Rev.
family to their home in the val- Cameron failed to get here Sunday.
we crawl under the rover and stand
Mr. Tom Vaughn bought a mule
off our creditors. Back east during ley. Those who accepted the invithe summer nights they stay on top of tation were Rev. Glazier, Rev. Craw- from Mr. W. H. Foster last week.
the cover and stand off their credit- ford, R. A. Lowe and fa.nily, C. L.
Mr. J. H. Ross had the misfortune
Miller, Isaac Hahn, Mrs. Isler and Sue to lose a two year old heifer by lightors.
Out here we want a quilt and a Mote, from here, while the families ning.
blanket during the summer nights. of A. F. Prior, C. A. Farmer and
Mr. Chester Hartley is now able to
Hack east they want an electric fun J. 0. Smith who live in the valley and be up.
hud attended the arbor services also
and a barrel of ice water.
where a
Out here the air is so bracing that accompanied them home
the women do most of the work. Back bounteous dinner awaited all, as well
east the air is so sluggish that even .is seeing the very beautiful garden
that Mr. Wbinery has. After d;nner
the women won't work.
a congregation of other neighbors
came in and attended singing and
MEN
prayer service and heard P.ev, Glazier
The Curry County Chapter of the deliver a touching sermon. Rev.
American Red Cross wants to see you Crawford drove his car and R. A.
if you are in need of hospital care, Lowe his truck down the cap rock,
vocational training or compensation and other wagons were present to
from the government. Office hours, carry passengers, and the cap rock
Monday and Friday of each week at scene was beautiful.
the Clovis News Office.
Truman Scott came in from Denton, Texas last Wednesday and is
TOO BIG TO BIFF.
stopping with his brother, F. B. Scott.
Henry Cook was working with some
Editor (to applicant for situation) nun on the highway near Logan, and
But I advertised for an office boy,
in an electric storm Thursday the
and you're a man of six feet.
tents in which he and nine 'others
Applicant l know, sir, but I am were, was struck by lightning, killing
literally starving, and would be quite Mr. Cook and one or two others inwillin gto do an office boy's work for stantly. All in the tent were insenand office boy's pay.
sible for a' time. Mr. Cook was an
Editor No, I'm afraid vnu won't early settler in the North Bend comdo. You see, I am a very bad tern
munity, and his many friends and
pered man, and uin in the habit of
venting my spite on my office boy by
kicking and cuffing him, and well,
I don't think you'd do. (!ood day.

x

Golden

W. R. HAWKINS, Mgr.

all-da- y
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Rule Produce Co

J

one-seat-

;

We pay cash for all Poultry, Eggs and Cream

Prompt service at all times.
Bring your produce to us. We pay market prices, z
Next Door to Austin

Store

Clovis, N. M.

four-hors-

nature-favore-

& Co.

Are You Satisfied With
it

Your Eating Place?
(letting something good to tat is a problem but
it will be more easily solved if you will try the NEW
flVIIITE ROSE CAFE in the Croft Building on
Grand Avenue.

Scrap rubber

"

Good Cooking
Everything Clean
Reasonable Prices

sells tor eight cents

a pound
A

new,

first-clas-

standard make tire

the

kind that I sell will
cost about $1.50 per
pound.
The price is
right in both instances,
so there is ro sense in
paying a dollar a pound
for some of the scrap tire
stuff unloaded on the unsuspecting tire user.

We ask for your business on these three arguments. Give us a trial.
REGULAR MEALS 50c

Certain tires have
a reputation
for quality of years' and
.
Goodyears'
rich is one of them.

White Rose Cafe

star-ding-

I Croft

Clovis Filling Station

Bldg.

Grand Ave.

Phone 373

3

DODG

READ THE NEWS WANT COLUMN FOR BARGAINS

ROTHERS

Announce

Substantial Reduction

BSSEE2&!

Professor Einstein says everybody
is free in America but husbands, thus
t'stablishing the relativity of household relations. New York World.
News Classified Ads bring results.

Money biek without quettion
HUNTS QUARAN TEKO
8KIN DISEASE REMEDIES
(Hunt't Salve nd Sour Mil In
the treatment of Itch, Eczema,

ma

m the

Ringworra.Tetterorotherltch
in akin diteaeee. Try thic
treatment at our rlik.
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.

IFOR 13 YEARS

Prices on their Cars

RELIABLE
RESPECTFUL
REASONABLE
FREE USE OF CHAPEL

Ti?

ffective. Jime oghra

PRIVATE AMBULANCE

I Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
JOHNSON BROS.

Day Phone 'ill

JU

Night Phone 235

karda

MOTOR

GDI

THE CLOVIS NEWS.

lospha
Balung
Powder
iMitTiiiii''ji

!j
i
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In other
in with grain production.
words, the farmer having both grain
and dairy cows will not be in the position of the man who had all his
eggs in one basket. He will have a
steady income all the year around
from the cows that will take care of
his living and family expenses so that
his wheat and other grain crops will
be clear profit.
The Curry County Farm Bureau
and the Clovis Chamber of Commerce
have taken a survey of the dairy business in Curry County.
It is found that those who have
dairy cows in connection with other
live stock and farm crops have a
steady income and are making the
best steady success.
The dairy cow builds for a substantial rural people and rural community
and this means a better Clovis.
The Farm Bureau is building for
better and more profitable farms.
The Clovis Chamber of Commerce has
planned in its program to
with the farmers of Curry County in
helping to finance farmers to get
started with dairy cows. Thjough the
cooperation of these organigations,
the services of Mr. Moblcy of the International Harvester Company has
been secured.
All farmers and business men
should hear the address of Mr. H. S.
Mobley at the Court House at 1:30
p. m., Wednesday, June loth.

9. !S21

3:

Attention, Farmers

We understand that the news has been
circulated that we were closing our office in
Clovis, and that we were not going to be on
the market to buy broom corn this year.
For your information, we have never had
any intention of closing our office or not
buying broom corn in Eastern N. M., and
the Texas Plains, as we have for the past
12 years, so do not let any misleading statements hinder you from planting Broom
Corn as you may rest assured of a ready
market at the market prices, quality considered, as you have always received in the

We often think what a finished
bandit Jesse James would Have been
if he hud had the advantage of a
movie education in his youth. Columbia (S. C.) Record.

1

past.

NEWS

MOYE-SUNRIS- E

'WE

Yours very truly,
My!

WEST CHAPEL SAYINGS

Some damage was (tone to the
wheat in this community by the hail
last week,
Don't forget the debute at West
(hard Saturday night. You are invited to be with u and enjoy the fun.
A correction is requested on the
2nd club meeting for this month
which is the 22nd instead of the 2l'th.
Pete.' Pan.

We were visiteil by another fine
ruin Saturday evening ami night
which was anpreciated by till.
Hoyt Lewis made a bu'iinesi trip
to Mi'lroso Saturday morning and Rot
hack to Fluid in time to pity ball
DAIRY MEN TO ORGANIZE.
Satuiday evening.
W r.ie gii.d to leporl 'ha Mm. R.
There is a movement on foot to orD. Chapman who went to Hollis, 01
a Holstnn Dairy Cow Assocganize
id
doing
for an operation
iation among those who own dairy
nicely.
J, W iJav-- took a 'na cf hogs to cows in Curry County, on Wednesday
June liith, just before the lecture of
Melrose one day Inst week.
The object of this asS. S. Allcorn helped Will Walcion Prof. Mobley.
work on his well one day last week. sociation will be to secure sufficient
The pie supper was not very well Holstein dairy cows in Curry County
attended on account of it looking so to induce a condesery to locate in
rainy, but a collection of $27. 75. was Clovis.
This movement is being furthered
obtained from the sale of pies which
goes to the Field baseball team and by men who are owners and admirwe appreciate the efforts made in be- ers of the Holstein cow, which is genhalf of the ones who helped the boys erally recognized as the best type to
tupport a condensery. The meeting,
out.
Hurrah for Curry County, it is however, may result in the organizaraining again. Whnt has become of tion of the general duiry men's assoI
the fellow who said that New Mexico ciation.
It is generally recognized by the
was too dry a place tq live in?
I'liins weie made last Saturday to broad thinking man that the dairy
meet at Field and scrape off the ball cow is necessary to the future development of Curry County as she fits
ground.
?

1

'

J. R. DENHOF
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
15 Years Experience
Equipment
Latest, Most
All Work Guaranteed
Up-to-Da- te

'

but haven't

we been having

seine fine rains lately? The wheat
crops in this part of the country are
looking more like wheat than before
the rains.
The Covert children have the chicken pox but arc improving nicely.
Mrs. Packnet returned the latter
part of the week from a few days
visit with her brother at Claud.
The baby of Mr? and Mrs. Joe Roberts has been very ill. The last we
heard it was no better.
Some new earners thought it could
not rain in New Mexico, but we guess
they learned different about Thursday night.
Mr. Wolfenbarger's
granddaughters from Missouri are visiting him,
also his daughter, Mrs. Abbott, from
Bilen.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hopper attended the Memorial services at the cemetery Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Durand and Mr. and
Mrs. Hollinger called at the Hopper
home Monday afternoon to get some
eggs.
Miss Stella White called at the
Montgomery home Monday.
Mr. Dodson anil Austin Bowman
were helping Mr. Douglas fix his well
Saturday.
Burncss Malicont is helping Mr.
Douirlass with his planting this week.
Who was it that went to tovn Saturday niuht and had to stay all night
on account of the rain?
Mrs. J. Houston is on the sick 1st
this week.
The chairman of the Children's Day
program and the committeemen met
.Tuesday afternoon and gave out part
of tlv pieces to the children.
Business is looking up
taxes are coming down.
Engle.

A. L, GURLEY BROOM

CORN COMPANY

CLOVIS, N. M.

NOTICE TO CREDITORS

PLEASANT HILL ITEMS

The farmers are feeling good over
the recent rains ami they are sure'
of a wheat crop now.
Misses Vivian DeLozier and Goldie
Snodderly left for Silvir City Monday morning where they will attend
the normal.
Emery Colwell returned home Sun
day morning from Albuquerque
where he has been attending school.)
C. H. DeLozier and family have
been visiting relatives at Estancia,
N. M. They repoit a fine time.
Misses Carrie Bell and Elsie Galhigher left Tuesday morning for Lus
Vegas to attend the summer normal.
P'.eatunt Hill lost in the game of:
Slim.
All
i aseball with Texico last Friday.
to see if eyes opeii next time.
Prof. Welch is conducting a fine
Brooklyn
singing class at Pleasant Hill the past
-'

are further notified that in the event
said claims are not presented within
In the Probate Court of Curry the said time in the manner as reCounty, New Mexico.
quired by law, the said claims will be
In the matter of the estate of forever barred.
Zachariah L. Roy, deceased.
Witness my hand this sixth day of
Notice ia hereby given that here- May, 1921.
tofore on the second day of May,
J. C. NELSON,
1921, the undersigned was duly ap1
Administrator.
pointed administrator of the estate
of Zachariah L. Roy, deceased. Thut
CONCRETE EVIDENCE
on thn fifth day of May, 1021, let"Have you washed your hands, Tomupon
said
ters of administration
my?" asked his mother, suspiciously
estate issued to the underfeed.
"Yes, mother."
All creditors or ether persons hav"Well, they don't look much bettef.
ing or claiming to have any debts or
claims against said estate .ire hereby for it."
"Well, if you don't believe me,,
notified to present the satii.' to
at his place of bus'ness, another, look at the towel."
The Ciovig National Bank of Clovis,
If we don't stop that insurgency ir
New Mexico, within one yar from
the date of the issuance of the afore- West Virginia Mexico may withhold
You recognition from us. Dallas News.
said leUers of administration.
theun-dersigr.-

.

week.

Germany failed at both invasion
Several of the Clovis singers were
C.) visiting th Pleasant Hill singing class
(S.
Greenville
and evasion.
Piedmont.
Fiiday evening. We invite them back
again.
Mrs. C. H. PeLoziei's father, who.
has been visiting her the past month,!
returned to Kansas Saturday.
G. W. Hyde, C. H. DeLozier and
M. A. Colwell were visitors in Clovis
Saturday.
The Pleasant Hill singir.ir clas is
panning to attend the singing con-vention at Hollene the l!Hh.
The cooking club members demonstrated at the home of their leader,'
whoso steady growth could only be attributed to its
lit Irano Tl.il nvtni Tllf.V riilllirtpH
a fine time and great success.
safe methods of banking.
All Pleasant Hill club members be
on t:nie for the meeting Wednesday,
Miss Louise DeLozier,1
the 1 5t h.
chairman, will call the house to order
promptly at 2 :00 o'clock. Be there to
answer when the roll is called.
Mr. Paul Spearman and wife returned from Pampa, Texas, and will
visit friends and relatives of this com- munity.
Mr. S. M. Snodderly has been real
Strong as the Strongest
sic kthe past few weeks but is improving now.
Mrs. L. G. Barnes and son have
been visiting her sister at Spring
Lake, Texas, the past week.
Do you know who was disappointed
Saturday night?
Who found a fountn.n pen?
"THE FARMERS FRIEND"
Who ie lonesome nowadays?
Who receivH a marriage invitation?
Grass Hopper.

DENHOF JEWELRY COMPANY

Dodge Brothers Cars
Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

.

SENSIBLE

SAFE

1

'

A bank

sensible and

SOUND
,

'

SECURE

s

SkardaMo or Co.

-,

j

t
LANE

&

SONS GRAIN COMPANY

Implements, Coal and Grain
Our Motto:
Price Is The Thing"

The Citizen's Bank of Clovis

See us before you sell

t

S.

W. LANE, Manager

ft.

THE CLOV1S

If you have tried all the rest, try
Sunlight, it's thi best.

JiOCAL MENTION
Judge J.

D. Hamlin

F5

Dr. Presley of Roswell spent two
or three days in Clovis this past week.

4
of Farwoll was

GRAND AVE.

We repair all kinds of furniture at
Clovis Shoe Hospital,
West Grand

m Clovis visitor Tuesday.

MITCHELL ST.

you want to be right, use Sun-

Let Cornell refinlsh your auto.
This is a good time to have It
done..

-

Tom Davenport went to Amnrilio
fUst Saturday with the baseball boys.

CRETONNES AND CURTAIN GOODS

variety of patterns to select from
Priced at
19c a Yard and up
,.

Our coal business
'

treat you

C.

white.

&

Sons Grain

Mrs. H. E. Baker received a spraina fatl Monday of this

ed ankle from

In Misses' and Ladies,. Purchased for spring
delivery but have just arrived. Regularly
priced at $5.50, Special at
$3.69

CHILDREN'S

Of the highest grade, 36 inches wide, colors

STRAW HATS

0ne lot of about 25 1Ms of good quality re.
tail price $1.50, priced to close out at $1.20

$1.19

Special for Saturday, June 11th, 1921

is black but we

Lane

'

SILK POPLINS

white, navy and black per yard

AND

.SILK GINGHAM HOUSE DRESSES

A larjre

of San Diego, Calif.,
is here for a visit at the home of S.
Patronize home industry and buy A. Jones.
(Campbell's ico cream.
When you think flour think SunMitts Julia Paul of Wichita, Kansas, light
w Vwiting her sister, Mrs. George
J. C. Nelson will leave the latter
Tlirkok and father, Mr. Paul.
part of this week for Mangum, Okla.,
Time us and see how long wf are where Mrs. Nelson and little daughjetting to your job. Admiral Weld- - ter, Maxine, are visiting relatives,
ins; Shop.
Queensware and Glassware at
Bliss Maurine Reagan returned the
'
first of the week from a visit at
G. W. Davis

GRAM) AVE.
MITCHELL ST.

"The Price Is the Thing"

Miss Daisy Rainbolt and mother,
Mrs. Rebecca Rainbolt visited in Ros-wlust week.

Miss Alta Miller is visiting relat.ves
Koswell this week.

If

A. B. Austin & Co.

AND.

We are prepared to go anywhere. Avenue.
Admiral Welding Shop.
"
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Miss Lillia,: Patton who has been
attending school at Lindenwood College, St. Charles, Mo., returned home
last week.

Pattern Cup and Saucers per set of 6

St. Dennis

$1.35

The biead will be pretty and white
if you use Sunlight.

I treat

all diseases and disorders of
Miss Mary Bryant and Miss Grace
and attend
confinement
Caudle left this week for Canyon,
wk Dr. H. R. Gibson.
GRAND AVE.
Texas, to attend normal. They were
W.
week
Nelson
J.
this
left
for
lira.
accompanied by Mrs. M. H. Caudle.
AND
visit at points in Arkansas, Texas
juwl Oklahoma.
Made from choice Curry County
MITCHELL ST.
whoat
Sunlight flour.
Furniture repaired nt Clovis Shoe
5
Miss Dorris Gore left Wednesday
flonpital. West Grand Ave.
for Canyon, Texas to attend summer
R. W. Caveny of Wichita, Kansas, normal. She was accompanied by her
ia. vmiting his brother, W. J. Cuveny, mother, Mrs. Holbert Gore.
who lives northwest of Clovis.
If the bread is right, the flour it
Quplity and price Sunlight Flour
Sunlight.
-If it is not Sunlight, it is not the can you beat it?
women

A. B.

Austin

fir

Co.

GRAND AVE.
AND

MITCHELL ST.

"The Price Is the Thing"

7'

Dr. J. Foster Scott, Jr., has been
Miss Blanche Robinson who hits
This men of the Episcopal church been teaching science in a school near quite sxk this week, but is able to
iJl be entertained with n smoker on Cleveland, Ohio, arrived Monday to be up now.
spend her varntion with her parents,
Thursday night of this week.
We handle all kinds of fresh and
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Robinson.
cured meats and deliver free, fhone
farm-r- a
VOUND Many
The White Rose Cafe on Grand us your order. Wilmon Broi Phone
have found our elevator an ideal
FOR practical nursing, see Mrs.
Try our
place to market their grain. Get in Avenue is serving the best meals in 481.
service. Cut120 N. Wallace.
ting and welding. Admiral Weld.ng
Everything absolutely new
Vine with your friends. The Western Clovis.
Shop.
News Classified Ads bring results.
Efuvntor Company. "Watch us Grow." and clean.
FOR RENT
appartments at
COO E. Grand.
FOR SALE 5 room modern house,
good garage and outbuildings at
:
oFOR SALE 12x14 tent in good con210 N. Merriwether.
Inquire at 420
dition. T. E. Johnson, Box 97, West Monroe
or phone 225.
Clovis, N. M.
6?2?2tp
wido-awak- e

,r
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Your Special Attention

Men's and Young Men's
Suits

1

JIJj $18. to
ILtfrt

,

$50.

You'll bo delighted with the new models,

jrrace and smart lines, the .splendid ma- erials, and above all, the. rcallv remarkable

values.
$18, $20, $22.50, $25, $30, $37.50, $40

and $50

THIS IS NOT A CUT PRICE SALE BUT NEW MERCHAN-

DISE AT NEW AND LOWER PRICES

m
m

Men's Straw and Panama Hats
We have assembled here a choice line of superior straws,
in many of the popular blocks and offer you styles for every type.
$1.25, $2.00, $3.00, $3.50, $5.00, $6.00, $7.50, $8.50, and $9.00

Snappy Stylos in Summer Shirts
with or without collars plain and striped.
Values from $1.25 to $7.50
NOW SELLING AT

W.

I.

ONE-FOURT-

pher.

perience.

By bookkeeper-stenograTwo years exCall 192 or 389.

RENT Bed rooms, modern,
steam heat, close in, gentleman
Mrs. W. H. Shumate, 420
W. Munroc, phone 225.
FOR

FOR SALE Baby Buggy
and a
cedar chest, both nice pieces of
furniture and in excellent condition.
113 South Thornton,

AT

1

POSITION WANTED

WANTED TO RENT Modern fivt
room house any time within next
thirty days. Phone 97 or 13G--

IS CALLED TO OUR

lffLx

Har-sha-

i

OFF

Luikart & Co.

WANTED Girl to do housework.
Apply at 321 N.Conneliy.
FOR SALE Seven room hou.-:-e and
six lot3 in 'best res dcr.ee part of
A. B. Wagner.
Clovis.
FOR RENT

One room house, with
125 South

or without furniture.
Ross or phone 157.

TRUCK HAULING of all kinds, any
where at any time. Phone 115.
Clovis Auto Co., S. Main.
FOR RENT June 1st, one furnished
adjoining bath.
room
Garage.
Phone 410 or 445.

Farmers, we go anywhere. Call
us.
Phone 429. Admiral Welding
Shop.

4

(,

Attorney C. A. iiutti,
Fe this week on business.

in

I,

Santa

is Sunlight, the bread

WANTED Place as general housekeeper in town or in country. See
Mis. Thornton at Ohio Hotel.

THE CLOVIS FLORAL CO. Cut
flowers, garden plants, etc. Corner
Mrs. R. E. Bouchelle, 100 South
Washington and Wallncc and 311 N.
Rencher Street, teacher of painting,
Sheldon. Phone ;j;i5,
china, oil and water colors. Firing
a specialty.
Pictures
for sale. FOR
RKXT-M- ght
housekeeping
tc.
rooms, l,; th, hot and cold water.
120 N. Wallace
I WILL PAY top rental
price for a
modern furnished house on any- - FOR SALE
Two room house, ulso
thing from two rooms up with privat e
player piauo. Terms on cither. Alkith. Family of three. A. H. Perry, so mirror
suitable for built in buffet,
Chamber of Commurco or Antlers v. ill trade a good
car on u small house
Hotel.
(;.2.tfc
and lot or for good notes. Call
at
lnl1'"'
fil" "I' P. O. Box 355.
FO.U SALE
Piano in extra good
condition, mahogany finish. If you I OR RENT
Five room house, modwant a real bargain see me. Will
ern, block and a half f,.um Main on
irive terms to responsible pnrty. For
Grand Ave.; :10
further information call Temple's vacated on 15th orpi.r month. Will be
1st. See J. T Reed
Grocery.
at T. J White, S. Main St.
HOG OWNERS I am buying and FOR
SALE Book case,
snrinirs.
shipping hogs and will buy heavy
tab
stove. 805 M. Merriw.Hi..,
wen as ngnier weignts. Eee
nous
me at Ramey and W lkinson's office FOR SALE One fresh milk
cow. A.
D. Maddox, Kentucky
or write T. W. Stricklin, Box 82,
Heights Up
Clovis, N. M.
WANTED Some men to take good
run LfcA&fc i want to lease my job. Clean, easy work, travel or
home in Clovis to responsible party. local.
Get a job for summer. Make
I have a five room, pebbledashed and
10 to $20 per day. See me
at once.
plastered modern home. Extra good Room 35, Antlers Hotel.
Up
pehledashed garage and storage room
good coal house, barn, two stalls for WANTED TO BUY-T- hree
or four
disc engine plow. Oscar
Willmon,
cows, chicken house, garden fenced
Rout A, Clovis, N. M.
w ith poultry wire, three lots all under
up
good high poultry wire. Phone G2 or
When you break down, call us. We
see me at Baker Bros, office. J. H weiu anywhere.
Admiral Welding
'
Shepard.
Shop.
1

J. M. Love of Amarillo has been in
Clovis this week.

LOCAL MENTION

If the flour
will be right.

Welding and Cutting done
where. Admiral Welding shop.

any-

If it

is tho best flour it is Sunlight.

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis E.
Foreman
have moved back to Clovis from Gar-de- n
City, Kansas, and plan to make
this place their home.

Phil Lyons went to Amarillo Saturday of last week to witness the ball
Farmers, don't lay hands off. Call
For fire inimu.T'e tec Doughton
game between the Clovis and Ama- us and be running In one
or two
'.an' Co.
rillo teams.
hours. Admiral Welding Shop.
Attorney Harry L. Patton was a
Mr. and MrTw7W. Harvey
Bring us your grain. The Western
of
business visitor to Amarillo this week.
Elevate rs Co., Inc.
ltc Missouri are Clovis visitors hir week.
Mr. Harvey wa3 formerly a
Every sack of Sunlight flour is
merchant
Jim Doyle, who has been spending here, being a member of the old firm
guaranteed.
several months In Clovis with his of Harvey & Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Nichols of mother, Mrs. Mary Doyle and brother,
Genuine Oklahoma Miller Broom
Prescott, Ark., are visiting their Aiden, left last week for his home In
Corn seed for sale now at Gurley
daughter, Mrs. B. W. Hatley and Chicago.
Broom Corn Co. Office. New seed
family.
Call 429. We go any place. Cut- will make better brush.
We handle nothing but best Malt-lan- ting and welding. Admiral Welding
Mrs. Lucy Smith and Mrs. Fannie
The best is the Shop.
lump coal.
Webber, who have been visiting Mrs.
cheapest. Lane A Sons Grain ComMr. and Mrs. G. S. Woodward and Smith's daughter, Mrs. E. C.
pany.
Strout,
. B. Briscoe
and Mrs. F. A. Mayhall left Tuesday for their respective
J. W. Welch made t business trip to returned this week from a trip to homes in Bangor, Maino, and Boston,
Portales on Wednesday of this week. Denver, Colorado.
Massachusetts.
d
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able ruraitare at Risfat Prices
Every value in Furniture at our store represents 100 per cent on the dollar. You
know when you secure an article at our store that you can feel assured it is the best
for the money. Always glad to show goods. Terms if Desired.

nkisnn
Edgell f Clovis, N. M., visit-,Canadian last Thursday and Fri-iand was the guest of the Record
ditor. Cl;vc Editell wag foreman of
he Texico Trumpet when the editor
rut cnme to the Southwest several
nrs ago and pureha!ed the paper.
jle was later with us on the Slaton
iilutonite, and the visit Inst week was
si great pleasure to us after a separation of several years. Mr. Edged! is
R. C.

1
y

The

Fastest-peppiest-thrillinge-

Kirns. Furniifaraanir? llniWalrinfrlTft- -

now with the
Chain ' Garage
(Tex.) Record.

National
System.

FORUM

Guaranty
Canadian

LOCAL MENTION

The new Continental Oil Co. fill-iMiss Nora Thomas hns recently acstation on South Main Street has
W. A. Clarke, lo- cepted a position as stenographer in
been completed.
cal manager of the company, says the county agent's office.
the business will be opened there just
J. R. Abell of St. Paul, Kans., is
as soon as the paving is completed on
for a visit at the home of Mr.
here
South Main Street.
ami Mis. .1. R. Walton on North Connelly street. Mr. Abell formerly lived
at Belcn.
n

Ruseell A. Smith of Tine Bluff,
Mr.
Ark., is in Clovis thin week.
Smith formerly lived here and was
with Bakr Bros. Agency.

st

auto race
story you ever had the
opportunity of seeing.

Mrs. C. B. Rendlemnn of Little
Rock, Ark., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
John D. Brown. Mrs. Rendleman will
visit in Clovis several weeks.

The finishing work in the way of
pebbledashing is being done on the
new Episcopal church. Rev. Brander
is to he congratulated on his enter
prise in financing the building of this
church. He has about completed this
beautiful church at a time when mon- ey matters, have been anything but
favorable.

IN

4

John Boswell, secretary of the
Plainview Chamber of Commerce, ac-- :
comran'ed by E. H. Perry, J. C.
Brown and J. B. Maxey, were in Clovis last Friday enroute home from the
headwaters of the Pecos where they
selected a summer camping ground
for the people of the Plainview country.

The Road Demon'
He trades his cow horse for a decrepit auto-driit to the ranch uses his lariat instead of
the steering wheel.
ves

'

n

Refrigerator time is here. We have
big stock nnd glad to show them

And he fails to stop the car drives through
barns, fence everything scatters cowboys all
over the lot.
Jeff

Then he enters his old car into a big time
auto race jumps a broken bridge with it loses
the race enters another- - then after pulling all
the hairbrained stunts you ever saw, pilots his-caover the line in the lead.

r

It's a thriller from the word go chuck full of
you'll like it immensly.
nd

Bryant, of the Admiral
Welding Shop, has added a feature to
his business that should prove popular during the busy days ahead on the
farm. Mr. Bryant has fitted up a
tiuck with a welding outfit and will
now go to the hurry jobs in the country instead of having heavy pieces of
machinery brought in. This will enable the farmer during harvest time
to get parts welded with little delay-itime.
D.

fun-a-

!

COME!!!

!

SIX

IGILLETTE
t

Toonerville Trolly Comedy

BLADES

i

MEETINCS ARE
VERY INTERESTING

The second meeting of the Forum
was held at the high school auditorium
Wednesday n itcht, June 8th. Mr. C.
F. Doughton, chairman of. the Forum
Committee presided. The subject of
the evening discussed was Tour'st'
Camping Grounds."
The meeting was addressed by
Messrs. Beit Curless, 0. M. Reese,
Ray Price, H. W. Williams, K. C.
Childcrs and D. W. Jones. All of
the speaker presented many arguments why Clovis should have a municipal camping ground for tourists and
at the conclusion of the meeting it
was unanimously voted that the
Chimb' r f Commerce endorse the
movement, and a committee of three
composed of 0. M. Reese, Hugh H.
Williams and D. W. Jones was appointed to report the action of the
Board of Directors.

X

Uncle John Fleming says people
are never satisfied. On the recent
trade trip over the county Uncle
John predicted rain and plenty of it,
notwithstanding the fact that it was
then very dry. Now he says folks
v.ant him to bring dry wather.

MUTT and JEFF COMEDY CARTOON

Regular Meeting
4
ClOVIS COMMANDERY
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Second and Fourth Friday
night of each month.
at 8:00 O'clock.
All Sir Knights residing in
this jurisdiction are invited.
P. A. LaShier, Recorder.

HOLDER

$1,25
AT THE

PREPAID
In Attractive Case

.ft

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Money Refunded

WANTED

THIS OFER FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY

erty fnr dwellings or business
buildings.
To trade a close-idwelling
for one tv:.: ray out with more
than one lot.
Liebelt lets to sell on year
own terms.
THE SCHEURICH AGENCY
"We Know How."
n

j Frad Razor Co.

July 11 th

1475 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

TRY TO GET IN
mSSiI

i

....

1

r AREWFLl
KONOR CF IRS
1

if the'

One

lid

ions of

IN

UNf-HRO-

.

W.

tOWYER

beautifully

nus.

en.'oyiibie

gociul

funct-

seitMii wH the lunchcrai
given ut ti. home of Mrs. C. W.
Harrison Weii .sday by the ladies ai
the Progress Club in honor of Mrs..
E. W. Bowyer, who leaves this wevK.
lor Columbus, Ohio, to make het
home.
The house was beautifuHv
decorated with rosea and hone;;
suckle. Covers were laid for twenty-si- x,
the coloi'.ng of the artistic plor-cunblending with other decoration.,
made attractive looking tables. Aftrf
a most delicious three course lunclveor
was served, Mrs. C. H. Shannon, ha.
her most gracious manner, acted! as
toast master, introducing Mrs. Harry
L. Pattnn who gave a toast to the-gus- t
of honor, Mis. E. W, Bowyer.
Mrs. L. B. Gregg gave a toaf)
to Friendship. Mrs. J. W. Ituari!
gave an interesting
nnd
nmux-inclub prophecy followed by
to Looking Backward by Mil
John D. Brown. Mrs. Mayes gave -toast to our retiring president, whc.
was the guest of honor. Mrs. Bowtl.

yer gracefully responded to the tousbu
wh'eh a beautiful silver aandf-wi- ch
tray, a token of love and esteem.,,
was presented to her by Mrs. Harrison "in behalf of the club members.
The remainder of the afternoon wa.
made moat enjoyable by musical reflections rendered by Mr. R. J. Harris,
Miss Lillian Patton, Mrs. C. C. Newton and Mrs. Swartzbaugh.
Guests of the occasion other that,
the club members were Miss Lilliuru
Piitton, Mrs. Swartzbaugh, who i
with the Honeywell party, and Mrw
Rendleman of Little Rock, Ark.
With the leaving of Mrs. Bowyer-thProgress Club loses one of it
mo.-- t
efficient and lovable member
and we bid her
d
in tfw
words of one of the toasts: "Here
to vou ol(l friend, may you live c
thousand years, just to sort of cheer
things in this vnle of human team.
And may. we live a thousand, too, a
thousand less a day, 'cause w
wouldn't care to be on earth and
you'd passed away."

after

God-spee-

hr

-

Announcement

Further Reduction in Price of
Ford Cars and Trucks:
Touring, with starter
Runabout, with starter

....

Coupe
Sedan

. .

.

.

$604
$557

$822

4- -

.$890

Truck

$606

'

f.o.b.C'ovis

To trr.de f irst class farm prop-

Remit by Money Order or Cash.
(No Stamps)

Saturday Night

At her home Friday afternoon, Mis.
C. R. Herrin entertained, complimenting some of the "new comers of Clo-

vis" who are members of the Baptist
Church.
The home was attractive in Spring's
beautiful lowers with a touch of tin
State flowers. It was a happy gath
ering and ifuh guest responded in
some way to the enjoyment of the occasion.
Mi?. Bernard Tucker, late of Little
Rock, Ark., gave an original musical
selection which she has given the
name of "A Clovin, Now Mexico,
Snnd Storm," and it was easily recognized by all the calm, and then the
sudden wind with the sand in every
direction, and closing with the soft,
balmy, delightful summer evening
which Clovis brings to all her admirers.
The hostess gave a beautiful solo,
accompanied by Mrs. Tucker. Ever
J. P. Goeh'.'l is home from Belcn through the sweet gong was the refrain, "If you should leave me, 1
for a few days.
don't know what I should do."
LOST County warrant for $!i3.00
Mrs. S. D. Dean, late of Palestine,
made payable to J. D. Fleming. Texas, was requested to give someFinder i .'lease leave at News office, lp thing original and responded with a
rocm, published last Valentine season.
E. E. Lee of Kenna was operated
Misses lone and Rny Buster, Inte
on recently at the Baptist hospitf.l of Denton, Texas,
and who have just
He will soon be
for appendicitis.
returned to Clovis from Fort Worth,
able tovjetum home.
where they have been in the Baptist
training school, gave splendid talks on
Charles Campbell underwent an
the work of the school, physically,
operation at the Baptist Hospital
socially and spiritually.
along
Wednesday and is getting
Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Stumph added
nicely.
to the occasion with their cheer. They
Mrs.
A. B. Hubbard, Santa Fe special are late of Henderson, Texas.
officer, will leave the latter part of Johnnie D. Graham, late of Cisco,
the week for a business tiip to Texas added to the enjoyment of the
occasion with many reminiscences of
Arkansas.
her beloved home land.
The afternoon closed with an ele- Rev. J. F. .Nix of Poitales was a
Clovis visitor Wednesday. Rev. Nix'RMt repast of ices and Angel food
has recently returned from his old cake.
home in Tennessee.
TO THE BAPTISTS OF
Dr. Howard Dennis will arrive
PORTALES ASSOCIATION
home abiuit the 1 7th of this month
The Association Board will meet in
for a visit at the home of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. 'C. E. Dennis. He is Clovis June 21st at 11:00 o'clock at
just completing his medical course at the Baptist church to arrange for an
evangelistic campaign in the associaChicago University.
L. L. KYLE, Clerk.
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Fleming returned this week from a trip to
Oklahoma, Kansas and Missouri. Mr. IFleming says big rains have fallen
Mrs. Fleming's health
everywhere.
v.as greutly improved by the trip.

with

Two Reels

A HAPPY AFTERNOON

4--

Jones & Lindley
Operating Highway Garage

i
:

!

'
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FELT LIKE J&f IRON
BAND AROUND HEAD

Keep an Eye on Your Eyes

MRS. OSBORNE SAYS SHE SHUDDERS WHEN SHE THINKS HOW

SHE SUFFERED.
"For years," laid Mrs. V. B. Osborne of 718 Lancaster Ave., Lexing
ton, Ky., "I have been ina run down
condition; nervous, weak and dizzy.
I was actually so nervous that any
sudden noise or excitement would
produce a palpitation of my heart
I absolutely
that frightened me.
could not climb stairs, for to attempt
such would thoroughly exhaust me.
"I had nervous headaches and when
they came on it seemed that an iron
band was drawn tight around my
head. I now shudder when I think
of those headaches. My stomach was
weak and I could not digest the lightest liquid food. Any food of a solid
We can supply parts for all makes. Ship direct
nature caused nausea and the sickening sensation remained for hours.
to us for expert overhaul and rebuilding. All makes
Those who have good eyesight are exceedingly well blessed.
My misery was almost unbearable.
of Magnetos, Generators, Starters, Ignition Systems.
My sleep was never sound and I was
Those properly supplied with correctly fitted glasses are nearly as
worn out all the time. My condition
We have a "Bosch" Magneto to fit every car,
fortunate. Those who are at all in doubt should consult with us
was indeed a very deplorable one. I
finally sought treatment in Cincinnati
tractor, truck, etc. Write us.
personally on this vital subject and will be truthfully told whether
but nothing he'ped me one particle.
I was on the verge of giving up ii
they need glasses or not.
when a neighbor pleaded with
me to try Tanlac. I obtained a bottle of the medicine and began its use.
"I began improving at once and
soon felt my nervousness and dizzi(Magneto Department) Phone 100 Amarillo, Tex.
Then my headness disappearing.
aches left me and I realized my
strength had returned. My appetite
and digestion improved and I am now
This
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
od, by the Probate Court of Curry so much better in every way.
PHONE 194 FOR AN APPOINTMENT
Tunlac is a wonderful medicine and
OF ADMINISTRATOR County, New Mexico.
helped!
All persons having or holding any the only one that ever really
In the Probate Court of Curry claim against said estates, or either me. I nope every poor woman wno
County, New Mexico.
of them are required to file the same is suffering as I did will tiy it."
In the muter of the estates of W. with the County Clerk of said county
WHAT IS HOLDING BACK?
Wismiller, deceased, and Effie M. and to present the same within the
Wismiller, deceased.
time required by law, or the same will
In the present industrial emergency
Public notice is hereby Riven that be barred.
many persons are sitting around like
the undersized, J. C. Nelson, wus, on
Clovis,
at
Dated
New Mexico, this
Mr. Micawber, waiting
for someJie 3rd duy of June, 1921, duly ap 4th day of June, 1921.
regard the
up.
They
to
turn
thing
pointed administrator de bonis non of
J. C. NELSON.
situation as a mystery and from their
the estate of W. Wismiller, decerned,
Administrator. point of view there is no way to tell
and special administrator
of the
what the trouble is or how the conrotate of Effie M. Wismiller, dcccas- DID NOT WORK.
ditions arc to be improved. This is
a
wonderful country and things al
"When you stepped on that gentleways have righted themselvs after all
man's foot, Johnnie, I hope you
was upset. So, some how, sometimes
'
grow betWHERE THE BEST EYE GLASSES ARE MADE
"Oh, yes, indeed I did," said John- they expect the situation to
nie, "and he gnve me a dime for being ter.
In Lyceum Theatre Building
But there is no great mystery about
nop skirts were worn by tliotn who
such a good boy."
it.
causing
is
what
depression
or
the
Ant asked the druggist for, and insisted
"Did he? And what did you do
C. E. Worrell, Registered Optometrist
Many factors enter in, including foron having the genuine Favorite Pre- - then?"
v.nption put
poorly distrib"Stepped on the other and apolo- eign trade, high taxes,
up by Doctor
the waste of war, and such. One
uted,
gized,
but
it
didn't work."
tierce OTr
stands out preeminent. It is one in
sWtjr years ago.
which the West is vitally interested,
SIGNS
OF
NORMAL
TIMES
Dress has
and
the east as well, it isn't so easily
changed
very
,
To recover from said defendants unless you enter your appearance in
It is the the prices of farm products, normal
much since
The Hereford Brand gives the fol- recognized in the. East.
Hen! But Dr.
the sum of $.')0.00 paid by plaintiffs suid suit, or plead or answer therein,
lowing suggestions that normal times smashing of the 'farm purchasing conditions will not return.
v
Isn't it evident too that with farm to cover an installment of principal on or before tho 14th day of July,
I'ierre's modi
through
tremendous
the
;,Sr.
power
arc returning:
" ..
ciues contiiin
lAi.
prices
where they are the balance can and interest due on a certain mort- 1921, judgment by default will he
in
agricultural
shrinkuge
values.
A
man on the street asked for a
the snmo de- hi' ' frjr-- i
The prices of all farm products be restored only through lower prices gage given by L. B. Maxoy and Bessie rendered against you in the sum herequarter with which to buy a bed,
r r e d i e n t s .
including wheat, livestock, cotton and for transportation and manufactured Mnxey, his wife, to the Federal Land inbefore named, and suid mortgage
A peddler set up shop on a cor'V
hlM-fThey are stand
wool
Bank of Wichita, Kansas, conveying and lien will bo foreclosed, and pluin-tiff- s
are shot to pieces. The farm- goods?
ner of a vacant lot and began demonard today just
Before the farm communities can said real estate, the payment of which
of
his
pound
bushel
wheat,
of
er's
will apply to the court for the
strating
the
wonders
of
wore
they
"home
the
ns
pork or cotton or wool, will only buy buy freely and so set the eastern mill said amount was assumed by said de- relief prayed for in said compliant.
fifty years ago
soldering kit."
nu'l never euutnined alcohol.
as much, or half Ha much, to running on full time the price of fendants.
A young man asked for a job, sayIn witness whereof, I have hereunBeauty depends upon health.
as transportation and of manufactured
ing, "salary is no object. I want a and in many cases only
& Hutch, whose post to set my hand and affixed the seal
That
Putton
t
Worry, sleepless nights, headaches,
much of manufactured articles, as it articles must come down within reach office and business address is Clovis, of said court, this tho 1st day of June,
chance to make good."
pains, disorders, irregularities unci weakof the farm purchasing power.
would buy before the war.
A
negro
came
back
to
New Mexico, are uttorneys for plain- 1921.
the
door
and,
ness of a distinctly feminine riwrn'-teIf you can v'igure out how these tiffs.
in
living
are
who
cities
Persons
are
in n short time bring the dull eye, tlie with hat in hand, asked if there wa9
(SEAL)
DANIEL BOONE,
apt to say: "That's tough on the farm- prices can be reduced you will have
"crow's feet, "the hnggnnl look, droop- any work he might do,
You will further take notice that
County Clerk.
the
big
things
answer
to
one of the
It
ing shoulders, and thu fullering step.
A clerk in a retail store was most er, (but how does it effect me?"
inmust
be
that
get
in
done
to
order
To retain the appearance of youth
whole
and
every
city
man,
the
ef
gracious and demonstrated that he
dustry back to normal
you must
health. Instead of loKansas City
industrial East profoundly.
was anxious to serve.
tions, powders and paints, ink your
A third of the entire population Star.
In fact muny things occur every
druggist for Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pro.
day to make one realize that "Normal lives on farms. A third of the purr.ription.
f
Congress seems to think our present
chasing power of the United States is
This famous medicine strikes at the Times" have lenlly returned.
marketing system is all right exeent in
in
purchasing
power.
Cut
the
farm
wry root of these enemies of your youthCin, 1.itlt a tt
a fnuf gnnl.
n
ful appearance.
It makes you not only
Lloyd George suys thut internation- two the demand and put the mills on
is
tire
generally
perfectly
round
look younger but fret younger. It overal politics is a game of checkers. Also part time. That throws men out of
at the bottom Minneapolis
comes the weakness and builds you up.
work and diminishes the output of the
of exchequers. Norfolk
Leader.
Your druggist can supply you with
manufacturers and what do you do to
liquid or tablets or send ten one cent
the
And
so
purchasing
power?
their
stamps to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Mote'
NOTICE OF SUIT
The dove of pence still finds the whole country is held back.
and Hurglcul Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.,
and a trial package of the tablets will world covered with the waters of hnte
that so long as To the defendants, W. F. Faulk and
Isn't it
tie mailed to you.
and jealousy. Ashville Times.
things nrc out of line in respect to Nora Faulk :
You will hereby tako notice that a
suit has been filed and is now pending
:r
tx
: j: 1 1 1 1 : t r t :
i
in the District Court of Curry County,
T
New Mexico, in which II. G. .Springfield and C. F. Wells arc plaintiffs,
and in which you the said W. F. Faulk
Offices: Clovis
I
Las
and Nora Faulk, his wife, together
with R. L, Thomas, L. M. Wood and
J. F. Sellers, are defendants, said
cause being numbered 1787 on the
Civil Docket of said Court.
You will further take notice thut
Is that what you say when paying a bill? Or
objects of said suit ns stated in
the
do you simply "go through your pockets" in an efthe first cause of action, are as folfort to scare up the necessary amount?
lows: To recover judgment aguinst
The man who saves and banks his savings with
in the
sum
of
said defendants
us never has to dig down into every pocket in order
$1,007.50 and the further sum of
attorney
fee
and
as
$100.75
to pay a bill.
costs of suit on account of a certain
A cement sidewalk will not only add ts your convenience but
He simply writes out a check, and the money is
prommissory note executed by C. J.
will add to the value of your property. Now Is the time to buJd.
always in the bank to meet it.
Hurford and Corn Hurford on tho
The weather is right and the price is right.
Have YOU a savings and checking account with
11th day of September, 1!)20, for the
We are completely equipped to hnndle all kinds of concrete
us?
sum of lloOO.OO payable to tho order
work,
plaintiffs,
snid
before
or
due
on
of
with-oua mighty good habit. Why not start it
t
the 11th day of March, 1021, bearing
further delay?
tv uiv laic ui vi'ii ni viu.
per annum from date until paid, the
payment of which said note was assumed by said defendants.
To foreclose a certnin mortgage
executed by the said C. J. Hurford
and Cora Hurford, his wife, conveyTHE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES
ing the following described real estate
situata in Curry County, New MexThe
ico, to secure said note,
Address 1002 N. Merriwether. P. O. Box 201.
SE y of Section 17, in Twp. 3, N.,
Range 20, E.

Good Eyesight is Priceless

Official

Bosch Service Station

dis-pa-

The T. M. Caldwell Company

The Optical Shop

In Ye Olden
Time

5-

-

two-thir-

one-thir- d

fts

ret-ii-

I

New Mexico Construction Company

,,

es-ce-

PAVING CONTRACTORS

n

WARREN1TE
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General Offices Albuqurque

Branch

"Here is Your Check"

and

Vegas

Sidewalks !

0

It's

Estimates Cheerfully
Furnished

Clovis National Bank

R.
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GIFTS THAT LAST
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and Girls' j

Club Corner

4

i.

II

Edna Hume Durand
County Club Leader '

By Mrs.

t

..

June Schedule
Friday, June 10th, Texico.
Saturday, June 11th, Grady. '
Wednesday, June 15th, Melrose.
Thursday, June 16th, Havener.
Friday, June 17th, Locust Grove.
Tuesday, June 21st, Moye.
Wednesday, June 22nd, Wert
Chapel.
Thursday, June 23rd, Hollene.
Friday, June 24th, Pleasant Hill.
Saturday, June 25th, Bellview.

For the June Bride

i

We have suitable Wedding
Gifts in profusion.

I

Two of the best record books in
spected during the past week were
those belonging to Earl Manning,
Hollene, and Tommle Burnett, Bell
view.

Nothing is better than

Mrs. G. T. Hale is taking the place
of Myrtle Thomas as club advisor with
the Grady group. Mrs, Hale met with
the clubs Saturday, the 28th, and has
everything lined up for a successful
summer.

Jewelry
t

Jimmy Kays, Spencer Jarrtli and
Morris are ready to walk on
stock judging. They had their first
lesson with.Mr. Hollingcr ai instructor, Tuesday.

tLet us help you make a
suitable selection

Coy

Walter Box of Grady pivdirts that
his plot of club wheat will yield not
less that thirty bushels per acre. Wal
ter is in the small grain project this

A pipe won't burn your
tongue if you smoke P. A.!

buzzing in your smoke-sectiGet that
I
Know for a fact what a joy'us jimmy pipe
can and will do for your peace and content! Just
check up the men in all walks of life you meet daily
who certainly get top sport out of their pipes all
aglow with fragrant, delightful, friendly Prince
Albert!
And, you can wager your week's wad that Prince
Albert's quality and flavor and coolness and its
freedom from bite and parch (cut out by our exclusive patented process) will ring up records in your
lixtle old smokemeter the likes of which you never
before could believe possible!
You don't get tired of a pipe when it's packed with
Prince Albert! Paste that in your hat!
And, just between ourselves! Ever dip into the
sport of rolling 'em? Get some Prince Albert and
quick
and cash in on a ciga
the makin's papers
rette that will prove a revelation!
pipe-party-b-

Pr.nr

Albirt It

in toppy to4
boff , tidy rrd tint,
handsome pound
and half pound fin
humlinrt adiitho
pound cryittat fffau
mold

humidor with

tpongo

mottttonor
top.

mm

year and has both wheat and nalj out

i Denhof Jewelry

Co.

Mr. Ira Miller and family of Bell- view will spend June vivtintr with
homcfolks in Missouri so that Do:k,
who is the Bellview bnyc' leader, will
miss the two Juno meetings. Miss
Wingo, girls' leader, will h present

SANTA FE WATCH INSPECTORS

at the second Saturdny meeting and
the County Club Agent will atteni! the
fourth Saturday.
Buy now, say the anthracite and
headline reads: "Dempsey did not
foiget his mother." Maybe not. But bituminous dealers, and avoid a coal
it is n sin the way he treated his Uncle famine. But if we buy at present
prices we'll have a cash famine. And
Sam. Marion Star.
there you are. Brooklyn Eagle.
There are a little over 13,000,000
It will take more than an argument
alien-horresidents in America, and
mid
to
convince the railroads that less fare
x
language
seventy-sithey use
dialects to cuss American institution). would be more fair. Norfolk
A

n

Dayton

News.

I

For June Are Here
POIU, LL'CREZIA
1.75
list price
Mozart
Noi di Figaro Di'h vii'in, non tardnr? Long?)
(Marriage of Figorn Ah. Why Delay so

8HQ312

in.,

CARl'SO, ENRICO
in., list price 81.7R.
Meife SoJennelle Domino Deus.-.- .
(Praise Forever to Uod, me ramer;

HK(i2!

12

.Rossini

BRASLAU, SOPHIE
in., list price $1.75.
Same Old. Dear Old Pl.c
CORTOT, ALFRED
6495610 in., list price fl.ia
da lin (6) Miniireu.
eheveu
La Fill
f
.Debussy
(The Girl With the rlaxon air
GIUSEPPE
LUCA,
DE
price $1.25.
6405710 in., list Carlo,
Verdi
aicolta
rn r.rloi O
(O Carlos, Listen to My Plea.)
ELMAN, MISCHA
6405810 in., list pr'ce $1.25.
Last Roie of Summer.
K1NDLER, HANS
74082 12 in., list price $1.75.
V" Goens
Song Without Word.
(Romance Fans Paroles).

7408112

MARTINELM. GIOVANNI
list price $1.75.
niio piccolo tavolo ingombrato Leoncn- -

0

(MVy"lesk,

Like My Heart, is Encumbered With

tare.)
MORINL

KRIKA

IwXcapriceK.Wieniaw.ki
PHILADELPHIA

'JKc!li!t.5n

C.

Smith and his Orchestra

357')8
12 in., list price $1.35.
Medley Fox Trot.
All For You Happineit

Moonbeams

Paul Whitman and his Orchestra
Pinine Medley Fox Trot.
All Star Tno and Their Orchestra

10 in., list price 85c
Teach Me Fox Trot
AH Star Tr o and Their Orchestra
All Star Trio
Round the Town Fox Trot

18750

10 in., list price 85c'
18752
March
On the Camput

Bullets and Bayonets

Sousa's Band
Sousa's Band

March

12 in., list price $1.35
35708
Hppinei Medley Fox Trot
All For You
Paul Whitman and his Orchestra
Moonbeams Pinina Medley Fox Trot
All Star Trio and Their Ochestra

4524519

in., list price $1.00.

Dnrling

Love in Lilac Time

Lambert Murphy
Lambert Murphy

10 in., list price 85c.
1S747
My Mother' Eveninf Prayer
Now I Lay Me Down To Sleep,

Henry Burr
Hart-Ellio-

tt

Shaw

1874610 In., list price 85c.
Peerless Quartet
Somebody's Mother
I Found a Rose in the Devil's Garden, Sterling Trio
Giordano

ERNESTINE

in., list price $1.25.
Sometime We'll
"'nSorneliu,McGranaha

8732610

Joseph

Charles

Gkiixty Yeara Hast

,

1874510 in., list price 85c.
Medley Fox Trot
I lost my Heart to You
Joseph C. Smith and his Orchestra
Broken Moon Without You Medley Fox Trot

ORCHESTRA

RUFO, TITTA

SCHUMANN-HEINK-

in., lift price 85c
Underneath Hawaiian Skies Medley Fox Trot
Paul Whitman and hit Orchestra
Down Around thi 'Sip 'Sip Sippy Shore Medley
Paul Whitman and his Orchestra
One Step

1874410

n

12 in.,

74fii3
Z.W---

Bowles-Wilso-

18748 10 in., list price 85c.
Rebecca
My Old New Jersey Home

..Monroe Silver
Billy Murray

10 in., list price 85c
Nettle In Your Daddy's Arm.. American Quartet
Peerless Quartet
I'm Mitein' Mammy's Kisiin'

18751

We will be glad to play any or all of these
for you.

NUNN ELECTRIC CO.
x
X

OF CLOVIS

Winftion-Saivm-

,

N.C.

on

ee
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r

the national joy smoks

"We
what her husband had Baid.
must prepare for hard times," she
said. "Hard times are coming, my
husband and the artist said so."
"Hard times," said the dressmaker,
''hard times are coming. This is io
time to expand. Those improvements
I had intended to make m.'.it wait."
He put on his hat and crossed the
street to the builder with whom he
nnu planned auuuions to me snow
room.
"The changes I planned must
wait," he said. Do not proceed with
the work. Hard times are coming.
We must economize. When conditions improve I will call you in, but I
cannot invest money in the face of
hard times."
When the dressmaker left, the
Mildred Campbell, Hollene, was in
town Tuesday of last week shopping builder sat down and wrote a letter.
My dear artist friend, I must postwith her mother.
pone sitting for my picture, we arc
go ng to have hard times and I think
A WOMAN'S BACK
it best to wait until things are setThe Advice of Thii Clovii Woman tled before indulging in this expense.
Hard times, you know, must be re
ii of Certain Value.
garded."
Many a woman's back has
and pains.
When the artist received this letOft times it i the kidney's fault.
ter he went to the cafe. He ordered
Thnt's why Doan's Kidney Pills a small bottle just enough to sooth
are so effective. Ask your neighbor. him. Staring at him from a nearby
Many Clovis women know this.
chair was the newspaper he hud seen
Rend what one has to say about it:
Mrs. John W. Fisher, 608 W. Otero
Ave., Clovis, says "I suffered with an
awful weakness in my back and felt
miserable. My kidneys were weak
and caused me much annoyance, and
many times I was troubled with swelling of my hards and feet. Dizzy
spells were common and flashes and
specks came before my eyes, blur
ring my sight. I wftg all run down
when I began taking Doan's Kidney
Pills. They quickly relieved me and
before long removed the trouble."
60c, nt all dealers.
8
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

several absent from the pig and corn
clubs.
The program was of an extemporaneous nature and brought out
the evidence that club members enn
think well on their feet. Lawrence
Mills t'.'lked on "How to succeed in
our club work." Opal Tate gave a
Rnnchvale clubs held a meeting few minutes to "Prospects for the
Wednesday, the 1st, which was very poultry club," and Gladys Groves
well attended, although there were made an
excellent appeal to the club
members to keep worth while records
ami Piny on rne jou.
.umi, i
president of the sewing club, presided
and Dola Brunk acted as secretary for
the general meeting. The poultry
club officers will take charge of the
next meeting. Mrs. Claud Steed,
Byers were
Mrs. Patton and Mrs.
guests of the meeting.

The calf which Kincy Harris,
ordered arrived Saturday morn
ing and Kincy was in town ready to
give her "first 'aid" after her long
journey.

.Recor ds

1CKOF

Copyright 1921
by K. J. Riynoldi
Tobacco Co.

V

many-ache-

I

two days before. He picked it, scanned it more closdy and found that
it was two years old.
Moral: Times are what we make
them. Life is a circle through which

cheerfulness or dejection flows.
does not stop, but passes on,
leaving something of what it has or
taking what we have to give and
reaching us again poisoned or purified by contact with ux and those we
Ex.
have helped or harmed.
Tho-strea-

TOO

BIG TO BIFF.

Editor (to applicant for situation
But I advertised for an office boy,
and you're a man of six feet.
I know, sir, but I am
Applicant
literally starving, and would be quite
willin gto do an office boy's work for
and office boy's pay.
Editor No, I'm afraid you wont
am a very bad temdo. You see,
pered man, and am in the habit of
venting my spite on my office boy by
kicking and cuffing him, and well,.
I don't think you'd do. Good day.
1

s

o
o
0

9o

oH
ST

CO

NOTICE!

Fostcr-Milbur-

HARD

n

PLAINS

TIMES.

A poitrait painter sat in a French
cafe sipping hia wine. His small bottu-wafinished and he was about to order more when his eyes rested on ft
newspaper lying near. He rend the
hetilline, "Hard Times are Coming."
"Hard times," he said, "we must
economize." So instead of calling for
a fresh bottle he called for his bill.
The landlord, knowing the artist's
habits, surprised that the order for
the second bottle was not given him,
approached his customer and said,
"Not going so soon? Is my wine not
good?"
"Excellent," said the artist, "but
hard times are cominr and I must
economize."
"Hard times," said the landlord,
and he scratched his head, then he
called his wife. "That new silk dress
you ordered," he said, you must make
cotton do. The artist tells me hard
timet, are coming. We must econo- Cancel your order and buy
mize.
something cheaper."
When the landlord's wife cancelled
her order she told the dressmaker

BUYING

AND

SELLING ASSOCIATION
'Business is Good."

MEETING OF P. B.
A S. A. WILL BE HELD AT CLOVIS
SATURDAY, JUNE lltb AT ONE

P. M. A FULL ATTENDANCE IS
DESIRED. MATTERS OF IMPORT.
ANCE WILL BE DISCUSSED.

A. L. KING, Sec.

A.

X

FARWELL

CLOVIS

HAVENER
40

Phone

92

mvi-

-
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OF EXTRAORDIMR li
Starting
June

1

m

COVERING A LONG PERIOD OF SERVICE THE SPECIAL SALES OF THIS STORE HAVE BECOME RECOGNIZED FACTORS IN HOME ECONOMY. STRICT ADHERENCE TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS PREVAILS THROUGHOUT ALL SALES, EXACTLY AS IN THE EVERY-DADEALINGS OF THE STORE. THIS, TOGETHER WITH A KEENLY SYMPATHETIC UN-

Sale

5

rnn

in

Sale

Y

Closing

DERSTANDING OF THE SEASONABLE NEEDS OF THE PUBLIC, GIVES WHAT THE STORE
PATRONS ARE PLEASED TO TERM SERVICE OF RARE VALUE. TAKE THE TIME TO GO
THROUGH THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS WITH SEEING EYES. YOU WILL FIND THIS
OCCASION THE GATEWAY TO ECONOMY IN SELECTING A WELL ROUNDED SUMMER

Otli

WARDROBE.

t

July 2nd

,

Be Sure and See Our Double Page Circular
Ladies1 Knit Undewear
49c
65c Union Suits, Sale Price
59c
75c Union Suits, Sale Price
69c
85c Union Suits, Sale Price
75c
90c Union Suits, Sale Price
79c
$1.00 Union Suits, Sale Price
98c
$1.25 Union Suits, Sale Price
Price..$1.98
Sale
top,
silk
$2.50 Union Suits,
$2.00 Union Suits, silk top, Sale Price ..$1.69

Skirts,
Including Gowns, Teddies, Step-ins- ,
go
will
Covers,
Drawers and Corset
AT 20' ; REDUCTION

Colored Lawns

i
is

59c

Table Linen
$5.50 yd. Table Linen Reduced to
$4.75 lyd. Table Linen Reduced to
$3.75 yd. Table Linen Reduced to
$2.75 yd. Table Damask Reduced to
$1.00 yd. Table Damask Reduced to
$3.50 Colored Table Cloth

89c

i

$2.89
$11.50
$6.75
$3.59

OFF

$1.69
$1-9-

$2.15
$2.29
40c
38c

Sheets at

$3.40 Sheet3 at
65c Pillow Cases
50c Pillow Cases

at
at

-

SHEETING
Sheeting at
Sheeting at

BLEACHED MUSLIN
Bast Bleached Muslin at

Gowns, Teddies, Bloomers, Vests and Union

Suits
;

$3.25

at

--

15c

42c
49c

$1.25 Cotton Bloomers, Sale Price
$1.50 Cotton Bloomers, Sale Price

--

98c

front

AT HALF PRICE

.$1.29
Ladies1 Hose

Towels
- V

-

...j

:1

-

25c Towels, Sale Price
35c Towels, Sale Price
45c Towels, Sale Price
65c Towels, Sale Price
80c Towels, Sale Price
$1.50 Towels, Sale Price
30c Toweling, Sale Price
35c Toweling, Sale Price
40c Toweling, Sale Price
50c Toweling, Sale Price
60c and 65c Toweling, Sale price

Clovis, N. M.

Jjjc
27c
33c

48c
---

$LW
19c yd.

25c
32c
39c
47c

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.

Price
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price
Sile Price

Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale

89c
$1.19
$1.45
$1.69
$1.93
$2.19
.$2.C9

$5C.C0

$46.75
$14.00
$42.00
$40.00
$3C00

Suits, Sale Price

$15.00 Suits, Sale Price
$42.50 Suits, Sale Price
$33.50 Suits, Sale Price
$35.0H

$30.00
$23.50
$25.00
$23.50
$20.00
$18.50

Suits,
Suits,
Suits,
Suits,
Suits,
Suits
Suits,

Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale

...,$34.00
$30.75
$28.50
$24.00
$22.80
$20.00
$18.75
$16.00
$14.80

Price
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price
Price

MEN'S DRESS PANTS AT

REDUCTION

W. B., Nuforra, La Vida and L Estelle
lace Corsets, discontinued models

Suits,
Suits,
Suits,
Suits,
Suits,
Suits,
Suits,

Men's Suits

CorsetsCorsets
AT 20

Ladies' Coffon Bloomers

Union
Union
Union
Union
Union
Union
Union

yd.

Warner's Rust Proof and Redfern Corsets
OFF

$1.00
$1.50
$1.75
$2.00
$2.25
$2.50
$3.25

$53.50 Suits, Sale Price
$55.00 Suits, Sale Price
$52.50 Suits, Sale Price

9 4 Bleached Premium
10 4 Bleached Premium

Ladies1 Silk Underwear
AT 20'

$8.65
$7.45
5.89
$4.98
$4.29
$3.29
$2.69

-

Sheets and Pillow Cases
Good Quality Sheets,
$3.00 Sheets it

-

Men's Underwear

$4-8-

$3.98
$2.89
$1.89

JAPANESE TABLE CLOTHS
AT 20'

$11.00 Bed Spreads at
$9.00 Bed Spreads at
$7.00 Bed Spreads at
$5.00 Bed Spreads at
$5.50 Bed Spreads at
$4.00 Bed Spreads at
$3.50 Bed Spreads at

$1.69
$2.19
$2.39
$2.59
$2.98
$3.19
$3.39
$3.79
$4.29
$4X9
$4.93
$5.39
$6.39
$u.98
$3.95

.

(Plus Tax)

Skirt Material Will be Closed Out at

Bed Spreads

lot of Polly Prim Aprons at

NAPKINS
$13.50 doz. Napkins Reduced to
$8.50 doz. Napkins Reduced to
$4.25 doz. Napkins Reduced to

-

$2.00 Shirts, Sale Price
$2.50 Shirts, Sale Price
$2.75 Shirts, Sale Price
$3.00 Shirts, Sale Price
$3.50 Shirts, Sale Price
$3.75 Shirts, Sale Price
$4.00 Shirt3, Sale Price
$4.50 Shirts, Sale Price
$5.00 Shirts, Sale Price
$5.50 Shirts, Sale Price
$6.00 Shirts, Sale Price
$6.50 Shirts, Sale Price
$7.50 Shirts, Sale Price
$8.50 Shirts, Sale Price
$11.00 Shirts, Sale Price

HALF PRICE

Ladies' HouseDresses andApros
20 off
1

at
at
at

White Skirtings

All Cotton, Crepe and Silk Kimonas
AT 20'! OFF

T

20c
25c
30c

Lawns at

35c Colored Lawns
45c Colored Lawns
50c Colored Lawns

All

Ladies' Kimonas

39c
49c
79c
98c
$1.19
$1.69

50c and 60c Voiles at
65c and 75c Voiles at .,
$1.00 Organdie at
$1.25 Organdie at
$1.50 Organdie at
$2.50 Figured Organdie at

25a Colored

Ladies Muslin Underwear

Men s Dress Shirts

Vodesand Organdies

One lot Ladies' Black Hose, good quality
15c
at
Regular 35c quality Ladies Black and Gray
25c
Hose, Special Price a pair

Men's Overalls
Signal and Railroad King, high back, 220
$1.75 a pair
Eastern Denim
$1.50 a pair
Buck Brand, 240 weight
LEE UNIONALLS, NONE BETTER, THE
$3.50 Suit
GENUINE LEE

20vv

OFF

Men's Hats
lot Men's Hats which sold up to $10.00
Special Price
$3.69
$3.50 Men's Hats, Sale Price
$2.80
$4.00 Men's Hats, Sale Price
$3.20
$5.00 Men's Hats, Sale Price
$4.00
$6.00 Men's Hats, Sale Price
$4.80
$7.50 Men's Hats, Sale Price
$6.00
$8.00 Men's Hats, Sale Price
$6.40
$10.00 Men's Hats, Sale Price
$8.00
$12.00 Men's Hats, Sale Price
$9.60
(Plus Tax)
1

Leather-Pal-

m

Gauntlet

SPECIAL

'
23c

Men's Work Gloves
All Work Gloves will go in this sale at
15 PER CENT OFF

Clovis, N. M.

